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Abstract

Separation of concerns has long been considered an effective and efficient

strategy to deal with complexity in information systems. One sort of con-

cern, like security and privacy, crosses over other concerns in a system. Such

concerns are called cross-cutting concerns. As a result, the realization of these

concerns is scattered through the whole system, which makes their manage-

ment difficult.

Aspect Orientation is a paradigm in information systems which aims to

modularize cross-cutting concerns. This paradigm is well researched in the

programming area, where many aspect-oriented programming languages have

been developed, e.g., AspectJ. It has also been investigated in other areas, such

as requirement engineering and service composition. In the Business Process

Management (BPM) area, Aspect Oriented Business Process Modeling aims

to specify how this modularization technique can support encapsulating cross-

cutting concerns in process models. However, it is not clear how these models

should be supported in the whole BPM lifecycle. In addition, the support for

designing these models has only been limited to imperative process models

that support rigid business processes. Neither has it been investigated how

this modularization technique can be supported through declarative or hybrid

models to support the separation of cross-cutting concerns for flexible business

processes.

Therefore, this thesis investigates how aspect orientation can be supported

over the whole BPM lifecycle using imperative aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models. It also investigates how declarative and hybrid aspect-oriented

business process models can support the separation of cross-cutting concerns

in the BPM area. This thesis has been carried out following the design sci-

ence framework, and the result is presented as a set of artifacts (in the form of

constructs, models, methods, and instantiations) and empirical findings.

The artifacts support modeling, analysis, implementation/configuration,

enactment, monitoring, adjustment, and mining cross-cutting concerns while

supporting business processes using Business Process Management Systems.

Thus, it covers the support for the management of these concerns over the

whole BPM lifecycle. The use of these artifacts and their application shows

that they can reduce the complexity of process models by separating different

concerns.





Sammanfattning

Att separera angelägenheter har länge ansetts som en effektiv och ändamålsen-

lig strategi för att hantera komplexitet i informationssystem. Sådana angelä-

genheter, till exempel säkerhet och enskildhet, kan skära tvärs över andra an-

gelägenheter i ett system, och de kallas därför övergripande angelägenheter.

Hanteringen av dessa kan vara utspridda genom hela systemet, vilket ökar

komplexiteten.

Aspektorientering är ett paradigm som syftar till att modularisera övergri-

pande angelägenheter. Detta paradigm är väl utforskat i programvaruområdet,

där många aspektorienterade programmeringsspråk utvecklats. Paradigmet har

också undersökts i andra områden som kravhantering och tjänstesammansät-

tning. I ärendehanteringsområdet (BPM) syftar aspektorienterad processmod-

ellering till att inkapsla övergripande angelägenheter i processmodeller. Det

är dock inte klart hur dessa modeller bör stödjas i hela ärendehanteringslivs-

cykeln. Dessutom är existerande stöd för att utforma dessa modeller begränsat

till tvingande processmodeller som enbart stödjer rigida affärsprocesser. Det

har inte heller undersökts hur denna modulariseringsteknik kan stödjas genom

deklarativa eller hybridmodeller för att hantera separation av övergripande an-

gelägenheter för flexibla affärsprocesser.

Därför undersöker denna avhandling hur aspektorientering kan stödjas i

hela ärendehanteringslivscykeln med hjälp av tvingande aspektorienterade af-

färsprocessmodeller. Den undersöker också hur deklarativa och hybridaspek-

torienterade affärsprocessmodeller kan stödja separation av övergripande an-

gelägenheter i BPM-området. Avhandlingens resultat bygger på designveten-

skaplig forskning, och de presenteras som en uppsättning av artefakter (i form

av konstruktioner, modeller, metoder och instansieringar) och som empiriska

iakttagelser.

De framtagna artefakterna stödjer modellering, analys, genomförande, kon-

figuration, övervakning och modifiering av övergripande angelägenheter i af-

färsprocesser. Artefakterna erbjuder stöd för hantering av dessa angelägeheter

för hela ärendehanteringslivscykeln. Användningen av dessa artefakter och

deras tillämpningar visar att de kan minska komplexiteten i processmodeller

genom att separera övergripande angelägenheter.
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1. Introduction

Business Process Management is an area of research that aims at making busi-

ness processes more effective and efficient in organizations. A business pro-
cess is defined as a set of activities performed to achieve an organizational

goal [21]. These activities address different concerns for fulfilling different

goals. The set of activities of a business process and the organizational settings

that are required to perform those activities can be considered as the boundary

of that business process. Business Process Management (BPM) is defined as

a collection of techniques to support designing, administrating, configuring,

enacting, and analyzing business processes [21].

There are usually many people involved in running a business process, and

there are different concerns, such as security, that should be considered while

running a business process. These concerns can be met by means of a set of

activities that can be performed in a business process to fulfill different goals.

Some of these concerns are not limited to one business process; instead, there

are many processes that should comply with these concerns. These concerns

cross over the boundary of a business process, so they should be considered

in many business processes. The encapsulation of these concerns can hinder

the design and support of business processes because they not only increase

the complexity of the process models but also make it cumbersome to change

them. Such concerns are known as cross-cutting concerns, and are usually

present in business processes. Charfi et al. list examples of such concerns as

dealing with compliance, auditing, business monitoring, accounting, billing,

authorization, privacy, and separation of duties [22].

This thesis is about supporting the separation of cross-cutting concerns in

Business Process Management. This separation is supported by defining tech-

niques to enable managing the separation of cross-cutting concerns in the BPM

area. These techniques can enhance the capability of organizations to manage

their cross-cutting concerns in a more effective and efficient way. This sec-

tion starts by introducing the BPM Lifecycle, which defines different levels of

support for business processes. Then, it presents different approaches to for-

mulating a business process. Thereafter, it introduces the research questions,

and it lists the contributions. Finally, it summarizes the structure of the rest of

the thesis.
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1.1 BPM lifecycle

Supporting the management of business processes in organizations includes

the support for different phases, including identifying, designing, analyzing,

configuring, implementing, executing, adjusting, monitoring and evaluating
business processes. One procedure that specifies how business processes can

be managed through these phases is called BPM lifecycle. There have been

several BPM lifecycles proposed by organizations and researchers based on

their aims, e.g., [21; 23; 24]. Although they have some differences, they cover

four fundamental activities that are needed to manage business processes, i.e.,

Model, Analyze, Manage, and Enact [24].

The BPM lifecycle proposed by van der Aalst [24] focuses more on sup-

porting the management of business processes using IT artifacts (see Fig-

ure 1.1). It contains a core cycle that includes three phases, i.e., i) (re)design;

ii) implement/configure; and iii) run and adjust. In addition, it has two com-

plementary phases, called model-based and data-based analysis.

A process modeler designs a business process in the design phase, and the

result is a process model. This model can be analyzed (model-based analysis),

so new insights can be used to redesign the business process. The model can

also be used to implement and configure business processes. Finally, the pro-

cess can be run, and it can be adjusted according to new requirements. The

enactment of a business process can produce data, which can be used for anal-

ysis at the data-based analysis phase. The new insights can be used to redesign

the process model or to adjust the process model to work more efficiently.

Implement /
configure

Figure 1.1: The BPM Lifecycle, taken from [24]
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1.2 Business process formulation

As mentioned, a business process is defined as a set of activities, and these

activities can be enacted in different orders, which are defined by some con-

straints. A business process model is a specification of a business process in-

cluding a set of activities and the execution constraints between them [21]. The

process model plays a significant role in managing business processes because

it is almost considered as a starting point for managing business processes.

Business process models can easily become too complex in a way that exceeds

the human capability to understand and manage them. The models can become

very complex if the modeling notation does not support the formulation of the

business process adequately, or the business process is itself complex.

Business process models range from the very flexible to the very rigid.

Therefore, it is important to choose the right technique to model them. There

are two approaches that aim at supporting rigid and flexible business processes,

called Imperative and Declarative [25].

Moreover, business processes can involve many concerns that make the

process models very complex. Separation of concerns is an approach to deal

with the complexity of process models [26]. To separate different concerns,

different researchers have proposed different modularization techniques to en-

capsulate these concerns.

1.2.1 Imperative vs. declarative process models

There are two approaches to modeling business processes: Imperative and

Declarative [25].

Imperative modeling aims to formulate business processes by specifying

mandatory constraints that should be considered while enacting a business

process, i.e., the order of activities that should be followed in a business pro-

cess. Therefore, they are suitable for specifying rigid end-to-end business pro-

cesses. Many notations for imperative modeling have been proposed to support

the definition of this sort of business processes, e.g., Petri nets [27], Business

Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [28], Yet Another Workflow Language

(YAWL) [29], Unified Modeling Language (UML) [30], Event-driven Process

Chain (EPC), etc. In general, they show activities in a business process as some

boxes, and they define the constraints using flows and sometimes some more

visual elements. These notations are good candidates for modeling workflow

based processes.

Although these models provide a good level of support for rigid business

processes, they might not be very effective for designing flexible business pro-

cesses. In flexible business processes, there are many ways to perform the

21



activities to realize the goal of the business process. Formulating this sort of

processes using imperative modeling techniques can result in a huge number

of flows connecting different activities to each other. These models are also

known as spaghetti models, e.g., [31; 32]. The huge number of flows hin-

ders the comprehensibility of the process models by people. Thus, a different

modeling approach is required to model these business processeses.

Declarative modeling aims to formulate business processes by mainly spec-

ifying forbidden constraints. These constraints should not happen while enact-

ing a business process. Indeed, any order of activities can happen unless violat-

ing some specified constraints. Declarative modeling notations have been pro-

posed to support the definition of this sort of business process, e.g., [25; 33].

These notations are good candidates for modeling knowledge-intensive pro-

cesses in which people have more freedom to run the business processes based

on their expertise.

Figure 1.2 shows the degree of support that these modeling techniques

offer for different business processes. The horizontal axis displays the level of

flexibility of the business processes, and the vertical axis displays the degree of

support that can be offered by a business process modeling notation. The green

and red dashed lines show the degree of support that imperative and declarative

models provide, respectively. As can be seen, imperative models can provide

better support for rigid (less flexible) business processes; while declarative

models can offer better support for flexible business processes [25].

There are also some processes that cannot be effectively specified either

by imperative constraints alone or by purely declarative constraints. Instead,

a combination of these constraints defines how those processes should work.

The techniques that aim at specifying processes using a combination of im-

perative and declarative constraints are called hybrid modeling techniques [34;

35].

Le
ve

l o
f s

up
po

rt

Level of flexibility

Figure 1.2: Imperative vs. declarative business processes
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1.2.2 Modularization techniques

Dealing with complexity in business process modeling is a challenge that a

process designer needs to face whether following imperative or declarative

business process modeling. Modularization techniques are means to separate

the different concerns of a phenomenon so as to facilitate coping with its com-

plexity. La Rosa et al. categorize the modularization techniques in the BPM

area into three classes: Vertical, Horizontal and Orthogonal [26]. Figure 1.3

shows an abstract representation of these techniques in general. It shows busi-

ness process models and the concerns that should be considered in the pro-

cesses.

Figure 1.3.a. shows a scenario where no decomposition is applied. As

can be seen, the concern should be re-modelled several times in each process

model. This repetition adds several costs, including design and maintenance.

To avoid such problems, the concerns should be encapsulated in a way that is

re-usable.

Figure 1.3.b. shows a scenario where vertical decomposition is applied.

This decomposition suits a situation where the concerns are limited to one

process model, and the process designer knows the places in the process mod-

els where that concern should be considered. As can be seen, the concern is

encapsulated in a separate module for each process model, and is called by

adding a placeholder in the process model. Although the encapsulated module

can be re-used several times within the scope of a process model, the concern

should be re-modeled for every business process model. This still hinders its

a) No decomposition b) Vertical decomposition

c) Horizontal decomposition

Legend: Cross-cutting Concern Model Placeholder

Business Process Model Dependency Flow

d) Orthogonal decomposition

Rules

Figure 1.3: An abstract representation of modularization techniques for BPM
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re-usability if the domain of the concern is not limited to one process model.

Figure 1.3.c. shows a scenario where horizontal decomposition is applied.

This decomposition suits a situation where the concerns are not limited to one

process model, and the process designer knows the places in the process mod-

els where the concern should be considered. As can be seen, the concern is

encapsulated in a separate module, and is called by adding a placeholder in the

process models. It is very effective decomposition technique, but also costly

to develop because the process designer should know the places in the process

models where the concern should be considered.

Figure 1.3.d. shows a scenario where orthogonal decomposition is ap-

plied. This decomposition suits a situation where the concerns are not limited

to one process model, and the process designer does not know the places in

the process models where the concern should be considered. As can be seen,

the concern is encapsulated in a separate module. The concern is imposed

in process models when some conditions are satisfied. These conditions can

be articulated using some rules that specify the places in the process models

where the concern should be applied. In this way, if the condition of imple-

menting the concern is changed, the process designer need only change these

rules. This modularization technique can be used to support flexibility in busi-

ness processes, where the place of the flexibility cannot be known beforehand.

Worklet exception service is an example of an orthogonal modularization tech-

nique to support flexibility in business processes [36].

1.3 Problem formulation

This section introduces the area of the problem, the research goal and the re-

search questions that this thesis aims to address.

1.3.1 Problem area

Business processes should comply with many concerns, and some of these con-

cerns are not limited to one process model. To explain these concerns and their

relations to process models, we use a fictitious case for transferring money,

from the banking domain, which can be seen in Figure 1.4. The left-hand side

of the figure shows an abstract representation of the concerns that are not re-

stricted to one process model. In this figure, the business process models and

concerns are represented by horizontal and vertical rectangles, respectively.

There are different processes specifying alternative ways a customer can

transfer their money, e.g., i) via the Internet (captured in Internet Transfer

Money process); ii) at a branch of the bank (Branch Transfer Money pro-

cess); iii) using the mobile to mobile transfer service (M2M Transfer Money
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Figure 1.4: Cross-cutting concerns in business processes

process); iv) through an Automated Teller Machine (ATM Transfer Money

process); etc. There are also some cross-cutting concerns that might be ap-

plicable in some of these processes, such as privacy, security, archiving

and auditing.

The visual expression that a business process must address a concern is that

the concern crosses over it. For example, the Internet Transfer Money

process should comply with the Security and Archiving cross-cutting con-

cerns. The concerns in this figure that are not limited to one business process,

such as security, are examples of cross-cutting concerns.

A security concern states that additional actions should be taken if the

transaction is nominated as inadequately secured. The definition of such a

nomination varies in each of these processes. For example, such a circum-

stance is defined in the Internet Transfer Money process when the cus-

tomer wants to transfer money to another’s account.

In the Branch Transfer Money or ATM Transfer Money process, such

an investigation is not needed since the identity of the customer is verified by

a clerk or by Personal Identification Number. In the M2M Transfer Money

process, such an investigation is needed when the customer wants to transfer

money to unregistered numbers or the amount to transfer exceeds the limit set

by the customer as the default. The extra security considerations involve a se-

quence of actions, such as the customer’s signing the transaction, the system’s

investigating whether the transaction is a potential fraud (through the Sign

Transaction and Detect Fraud tasks, respectively) before the money can

be transferred. Moreover, the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) de-

partment should notify the customer about the transaction through the Notify

Customer task after the money transfer.

As an archiving policy, all transactions should be archived after the money

has been transferred (through the Archive Information task). Both poli-

cies are illustrated using the Internet Transfer Money process in Fig. 1.5,

where the customer should first carry out the Fill Form task, and then move
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on to the Transfer Money task.

There are different sort of cross-cutting concerns which have been reported

to be relevant for managing business processes, e.g., compliance, accounting,

billing, monitoring, authorization, separation of duties [22], security, auditing,

informativeness [37].

Encapsulating these concerns using vertical or horizontal modularization

technique can introduce two problems called scattering and tangling [38]. The

scattering problem can happen if these concerns are not encapsulated, or if

they are encapsulated using the vertical decomposition technique. In this way,

they should repeatedly be specified in several business process models, so their

specifications are scattered through the system. The tangling problem can

happen if these concerns are encapsulated using the horizontal decomposition

technique. In this way, if the condition under which these concerns should be

applied in different business processes is changed, all affected process models

should be identified and changed. Therefore, the process models are tangled

with the implementation of these concerns.

The orthogonal decomposition technique can solve the scattering and tan-

gling problems, where aspect orientation is a technique to address these prob-

lems [38]. This technique was initially used in the programming area, where

different aspect-oriented programming languages had been developed to ad-

dress these problems, e.g. [39]. It has also been used in other areas, like re-

quirement engineering and service composition [40–43]. In the BPM area,

Aspect-Oriented Business Process Modeling (AO-BPM) is a modeling tech-

nique to support the design of such process models and their cross-cutting

concerns. Some researchers have proposed Aspect-Oriented Business Pro-

cess Modeling approaches to address the scattering and tangling problems,

e.g., [22; 44].

The right-hand side of Figure 1.4 shows the elements of an AO-BPM tech-
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nique in general. The realizations of cross-cutting concerns are encapsulated

into modules called advices, so the process models contain the core function-

alities of the business processes, called core-concerns. Each core concern is

encapsulated as a process model, and rules are encapsulated in separate mod-

ules that specify how these two modules should be connected to each other.

These rules are called pointcuts. The encapsulation of some related advices

and pointcuts, named aspect, specifies when and how a cross-cutting concern

should be considered in core concerns.

Fig. 1.6 depicts how modularization of the processes in Fig. 1.5 is en-

visaged. In essence, the tasks related to the security aspect are extracted in

a process called Confirm. Similarly, the tasks required by the logging as-

pect are encapsulated in the process Archive. These processes are related

to the core processes (e.g., Internet Transfer Money, Branch Transfer

Money) via certain rules, which can relate these concerns to the tasks in the

core concerns. The tasks in core concerns are called join points. The join point

which is related to an advice is called an advised join point, e.g. Transfer

Money task. Advices may have a special activity named PROCEED, which acts

as a placeholder to show the execution place of an advised join point. At run-

time, advices will be triggered when the states fulfilling pointcuts are reached.

Such modularization may bring the following benefits. Firstly, it increases

the re-usability since the concerns are defined once and used in several pro-

cesses. Secondly, it facilitates maintenance, as a change to a concern only

needs to be specified in one place. Thirdly, it reduces the complexity of busi-

ness process models because i) it can “hide” unnecessary information from

some stakeholders while displaying it in a concise form to the relevant stake-

holders; ii) it often reduces the overall number of tasks; and iii) it may even

eliminate the need for some control-flow elements like splits and joins that are
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used to relate the core and cross-cutting concerns, as such relation would al-

ready be specified in the connection rules between the main process and cross-

cutting concerns.

Despite attempts to develop different imperative aspect-oriented business

process modeling approaches [22; 44–47], there is no formal definition of the

syntax and semantics for such models. The same limitation applies to the con-

figuration, implementation, and enactment of the models, where some publi-

cations have implemented some artifacts to support the enactment of aspect-

oriented business process models [48; 49] without having a formal foundation.

Formal foundations are necessary for a process model because they i) remove

ambiguity from interpreting the model, and ii) increase the potential for their

analysis [50].

As a result of the lack of a formal foundation for imperative aspect-oriented

business process models, there is no analysis technique for these models and

the data that can be generated by enacting these business processes. The result

is a lack of supporting aspect orientation for the whole BPM lifecycle. In

addition, there has been no research investigating the design of declarative or

hybrid aspect-oriented business process models. This thesis aims to address

these limitations to support the separation of cross-cutting concerns for the

whole BPM lifecycle.

1.3.2 Research questions

The main question that this thesis aims to answer is how the separation of

cross-cutting concerns can be supported using aspect orientation in business

process management using imperative models. In addition, this thesis aims

to explore how this separation can be supported using declarative and hybrid

models. Lastly, this thesis aims to investigate how these models can be discov-

ered from event logs.

Therefore, the research questions can be defined as follows.

1. How should the separation of cross-cutting concerns be supported by

means of imperative formal aspect-oriented business process models

based on aspect-oriented modularization?

1.1. How should the design of imperative aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models be formalized based on current informal aspect-oriented

techniques?

1.2. How should imperative aspect-oriented business process models be

analyzed to check design time problems in business process mod-

els?
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1.3. How should the enactment procedure (including configuration/Implementation,

running and adjustment) of imperative aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models be formalized?

1.4. How should imperative aspect-oriented business process models be

assessed in terms of supporting the separation of cross-cutting con-

cerns?

1.5. How can aspect-oriented business process management support ag-

ile business process development?

2. How should the separation of cross-cutting concerns be supported by

means of declarative aspect-oriented business process models?

3. How should the separation of cross-cutting concerns be supported by

means of hybrid aspect-oriented business process models?

4. How should aspect-oriented business process models be discovered (mined)

by analyzing historical data obtained from enacting business processes?

In this thesis, AOBPM is used as an acronym for Aspect Oriented Busi-

ness Process Management, while AO-BPM is used as an acronym for Aspect-

Oriented Business Process Modeling.

1.3.3 Expected artifacts

Table 1.1 lists the expected artifacts as a result of this thesis to address the

mentioned research questions. The first column shows the included papers, and

the second column indicates the artifacts which are developed in that paper.

Other columns shows the research questions, and the relation between each

artifact and the related research question is marked in the table.

These are the artifacts which are developed in each paper:

• In [1], we defined the formal definition for aspect-oriented business pro-

cess model and notation, named AO-BPMN 2.0 in the table.

• In [2], we defined the formal definition for multi-perspective business

process models (MP-BPM), an algorithm to support monitoring pro-

cess instances (MonitoringALG), a rule editor to define monitoring rules

(RuleEditor) and a service in YAWL that monitors business process in-

stances (Monitoring Service) in the table.

• In [3], we defined a Mining Method to discover aspect-oriented business

process models from log files.
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Table 1.1: Contributions and research questions
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[1] AO-BPMN 2.0 �
MP-BPM �
MonitoringALG �
RuleEditor �[2]

Monitoring Service �
[3] Mining Method �
[4] Assessment Framework �
[5] Declarative AO-BPM �
[6] Agile Guideline �

AO-Petri nets �
Static Weaving ALG �
AO-Petri nets Editor �[7]

Static Weaver �
[8] Hybrid AO-BPM �

AO-BPM �
Dynamic Weaving �
AO-YAWL Editor �[9]

Aspect Service �

• In [4], we defined an Assessment Framework to enable assessing aspect-

oriented business process management approaches.

• In [5], we defined a declarative aspect-oriented business process model-

ing language, named Declarative AO-BPM in the table.

• In [6], we defined a guideline and its application to show how aspect-

oriented business process management can support agile business pro-

cess development, named Agile Guideline in the table.

• In [7], we defined a formal definition of an executable aspect-oriented

business process modeling language using Petri nets (AO-Petri nets). We

also defined an algorithm that converts these models to traditional mod-

els which can be analyzed (Static Weaving ALG). We implemented an

editor for defining these models (AO-Petri nets Editor). We also imple-

mented an algorithm to support weaving aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models (Static Weaver).
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• In [8], we defined a hybrid aspect-oriented business process modeling

approach, named Hybrid AO-BPM in the table.

• In [9], we defined formal definitions for aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models (AO-BPM) supported by a tool (AO-YAWL Editor). We also

defined how the configuration and enactment of these models should be

performed through Dynamic Weaving, which is supported by a service

developed in YAWL (Aspect Service).

Figure 1.7 shows both the included and the excluded publications. An

arrow between two publication A→ B shows that publication B is an extension

of publication A. The extension relation is only shown for those related to

included publications.

Workshop
Paper

Conference
Paper

Journal
Paper

Other Extended
(only related to
included papers)

included
papers

[1] BPMN 2012
[2] BPMDS 2013
[3] BIR 2014

[4] BIR 2014

[5] EDOC 2014

[6] ISeB, 2014

[7] ER 2015

[8] ER 2015

[9] SoSyM, 2015
[10] Master thesisCoopIS 2012 [11]

AWPN 2012 [12]

CoopIS 2013 [13]

CoopIS 2013 [14]

Licentiate thesis [15]

Book, 2014 [16]

BPMDS 2015 [17]

EDOC 2016 [18]
RCIS 2016 [19]
BIR 2016 [20]

Figure 1.7: The list of publications

1.4 Disposition

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents and discusses

the extended background. Chapter 3 presents the research methodology. Chap-

ter 4 summarizes the results. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and outlines future

research.
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2. Extended Background

This section summarizes the history behind Business Process Management

(BPM). In addition, it describes how the aspect-oriented paradigm emerged

in this area, based on advances in the programming area.

2.1 History of BPM

People have practiced managing business processes for as long as they have

been running businesses throughout history, but the use of machines to au-

tomate business processes can be traced back to the industrial revolution. In

this period, people enhanced their capabilities by shifting the traditional way

of working from the handheld production concept to the machine one, start-

ing around 1760. This transition resulted in the invention of a vast number of

artifacts and new ways of managing works to improve efficiency. As an ex-

ample, Henry Ford employed a new approach to simplify work by assigning

specific tasks to each group of workers in 1903, so they could do their jobs

more efficiently. He defined the whole production line as a sequential process

including several tasks. This simple process-based thinking revolutionized the

automobile manufacturing industry [51]. Indeed, it was a starting point to de-

fine business processes as we know them today, i.e., a business process is a

set of activities that are performed to realize a business goal in an organiza-

tion [21].

As a result, people invented new approaches to control the quality of work

and improve processes. As a famous example, Frederick Winslow Taylor pro-

posed a systematic approach, called the Principles of Scientific Management,

in 1911, offering a systematic approach to identifying the best way of perform-

ing a task, controlling the system, and measuring the output. These works are

based on the idea of Work Simplification, which is considered as a foundation

for new disciplines like Business Process Management (BPM) [51]. BPM is

defined as a set of concepts, methods, and techniques to support the manage-

ment of business processes [21].
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2.1.1 Traditions behind BPM

Work simplification inspired three traditions that are considered as foundations

for the BPM tradition, i.e., the traditions of quality control, business manage-

ment, and Information Technology (IT) [51]. Figure 2.1 shows how the BPM

tradition has evolved based on these traditions over time.

The quality control tradition can be traced back to 1946, when the Amer-

ican Society for Quality (ASQ) was established. However, it did not much

influence the American market until 1980, when they realized they were los-

ing market share to Japanese companies due to the latter’s use of better quality

control. This tradition has been employed in Japanese companies very well,

where a corporation like Toyota invented its method for its production system,

called Lean. Apart from Lean, other methods have also been developed to

control the quality of processes, like Total Quality Management (TQM), Six

Sigma, Capability Maturity Models, and Lean Six Sigma. These traditions

have been followed mostly by engineers and quality control specialists [51].

The business management tradition started around the 1980s when the US

firms realized they were losing the automobile market to the Europeans and

Japanese due to quality issues. The result affected how managers in the US

refocused on reducing prices and improving production quality to improve

the overall performance of the firm. The focus is on aligning strategy with

the means of realizing them to achieve corporate goals. There are many ap-

proaches, proposed by different researchers, in this tradition, including Geary

Rummler’s approach, Michael Porter’s approach, Balanced Scorecard, and

Business Process Reengineering [51].

Rummler’s approach focuses on processes and the related elements of the

business environment that impact on process performance. Michael Porter pro-

Business Management

Information Technology

BPM

BPMS

Ford – Contentious Production Line
Taylor – Scientific Management

WW II–
Production

First
Computers

Quality Control, Six Sigma, Lean

InternetGlobalization1900 2000

Work Simplification

2008PC Outsourcing

Figure 2.1: Business Process Management Evolution, taken from [51]
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poses an approach in which he considers the processes of a company as a value

chain that should be aligned with the corporation’s strategy to achieve a com-

petitive advantage. He divided the processes into core and support processes.

Core processes produce values for the business that are supported by support

processes. A balance scorecard is a measurement approach based on opera-

tions in an organization, proposed by Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton.

This approach links the strategy to processes and people. Business Process

Reengineering convinced many managers to rethink their business strategy.

This method is based on value chains, and it focuses on employing IT to refine

the whole process. Indeed, it is common to the business management and IT

traditions [51].

The IT tradition started in the 1960s. It focuses on using IT to support

business processes. Different strategies have been proposed in this tradition,

including Business Process Reengineering, Enterprise Resource Planning Ap-

plications, CASE and Process Modeling Tools, Expert Systems and Business

Rules. This trend had continued with the development of generic information

systems which are driven by process models to coordinate the enactment of

business processes. These systems are known as Business Process Manage-

ment Systems (BPMSs) [21].

As a result of all the inventions and software that have been developed and

used in this tradition, executives have found that there is no distinct border

between the business model and the latest IT technology. Indeed, they realized

that IT should be considered as an essence of the company’s strategy to achieve

success [51].

2.1.2 The emergence of BPM

BPM has emerged as a combination of three early traditions to align different

levels of businesses to their strategies. The business process trends Pyramid

is a framework that is widely used to describe various business process activ-

ities that happen in a business at different levels (see Figure 2.2). This frame-

work contains three levels, i.e., the Enterprise Level, Business Process

Level and Implementation Level [51].

The Enterprise Level focuses on identifying processes and aligning

them with the business strategy. The result is a process architecture that facili-

tates aligning the business strategy with value chains and high-level processes.

The result enables process prioritization and planning, which empowers de-

cision makers to decide how to better manage the business and its processes.

At this level, there are areas of research like BPM with a focus on people

and culture, BPM maturity measures, Social BPM, BPM and Crowdsourcing,

Process innovation, Human-centric processes and knowledge-intensive pro-
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Figure 2.2: The business process trends pyramid, taken from [51]

cesses, BPM strategic alignment and governance, Process architectures and

value chains, and Process execution architectures.

The Process Level focuses on the design and analysis of the processes

within the scope of the process architecture. As a result, the processes are

documented and redesigned at this level. Lean and Six Sigma are two exam-

ples of this approach that can be used to improve processes in organizations.

Moreover, there are many business process modeling notations and analysis

techniques that have been invented to facilitate the efforts that are performed

at this level. At this level, there are some areas of research like BPM lifecycle

management, Process modeling languages, Formal methods in BPM, Man-

agement of process model collections such as querying, refactoring, similar-

ity search, and versioning, Process variability and configuration, and Process

Mining.

The Implementation Level focuses on executing the defined process

models in the organization. It requires development efforts in both the Human

Resource and IT sections of the organization. Examples of development ef-

forts in Human Resource section include Job Design, Training Development,

Knowledge Management, etc. Examples of development efforts in IT sec-

tion include Application Development, Business Activity Monitoring, Busi-

ness Process Management Applications, etc. The result is the configuration,

implementation, execution, adjusting, monitoring and evaluating business pro-

cesses in the organization. At this level, there are some areas of research like

BPM systems, Case management, Adaptive and context-aware process exe-

cution, Management of process execution aspects (e.g., resources, data), and
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Process dashboards, analytics and visualization of big process data.

This thesis focuses on supporting the management of business processes

using information systems, so it will next introduce some basic definitions and

terms required for the subsequent chapters.

2.2 Workflow Management Systems

The implementation of business processes has long been supported by tools

called Workflow Management Systems (WfMS). These systems support the

design of business processes. They also support the configuration, implemen-

tation, execution, monitoring and adjustment of business process models. A

generic model that specifies a standard for the architecture and functionalities

of a WfMS is defined by the Object Management Group (OMG), called the

Workflow Reference Model [52]. This model describes the major functional

components, interfaces, and information interchange flows of a general WfMS.

Figure 2.3 shows the major components and interfaces of a general WfMS.

Each component of a WfMS is drawn as a rectangle, and their interfaces

are drawn around them. The Workflow API and Interchange formats

is a layer which acts as a unified service interface supporting functionalities

for other interfaces to work with the Workflow Enactment Service. The

Workflow Enactment Service is responsible for managing and executing

Workflow API and Interchange formats

Workflow Enactment Service
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Engine(s)

Invoked 
Applications
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& Monitoring 

Tools

Process 
Definition Tools

Other Workflow 
Enactment Service(s)
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Figure 2.3: The Workflow Reference Model, taken from [52]
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workflow instances. In our case, this service manages and runs all the main

processes and related advice. The Workflow Engine provides a runtime en-

vironment for a workflow instance. It is responsible for interpreting a process

instance, controlling its state, managing its task execution, managing data, ex-

ecuting supervisory actions for controlling processes, etc.

A process instance can have different states, and they are varied in dif-

ferent systems. A basic state transition of a process instance has Initiated,

Running, Suspended, Active, Terminated and Complete states [52] (see

Fig. 2.4). Moreover, a task instance can have different states. Such states are

general in different systems like Inactive, Suspended, Active (also named

/Started [53] or /Running [54]) and Completed [52] (see Fig. 2.5).

The ability to move between the Running, Suspended and Active states

in a process instance and between the Active and Suspended states in a task

instance enables developers to extend the functionality of a WfMS by im-

plementing services that collaborate with the engine. The functionality of a

WfMS can be extended to support different sorts of modularizations in busi-
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ness processes. Each modularization technique can support different sorts of

flexibility in business processes.

2.2.1 Supporting flexibility in BPM

Schonenberg et al. [55] define four types of process flexibilities based on two

criteria: i) if the process definition is complete; and ii) if the solution to support

the flexibility is configured at design time or runtime (see Figure 2.6).

If the process definition is complete, and if the solution to support the flex-

ibility is configured at design time, the flexibility is defined as Flexibility by

Design [55] (see Figure 2.6). This sort of the flexibility can be supported if the

point of flexibility, the solutions, and how the solutions should be applied are

completely known at design time, so the solution can be captured within the

process model. This means that the process definition is complete, and the flex-

ibility is handled at design time. This kind of flexibility is capable of providing

a solution for different situations that could happen in a process model. For ex-

ample, what should be done if the payment has failed, or what sort of actions

should be taken if there are no resources available to answer customers? This

sort of flexibility is limited to the design phase of the BPM life-cycle. This

means that it cannot fulfill the goal of flexibility at runtime. The traditional

knowledge transformation model supports this kind of flexibility.

If the process definition is not complete, and if the solution to support the

flexibility is configured at design time, the flexibility is defined as Flexibility

by Underspecification (Late binding) [55] (see Figure 2.6). There are

situations where the point of flexibility and the solutions are known at design

time, but the decision regarding how the solutions should be applied is not
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Figure 2.6: Process flexibility types, taken from [55]
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known at design time. In these situations, process models can contain a place-

holder to specify the point of flexibility, and the solution is bound to these

points at runtime. This means that the process model is partially specified, the

solutions are modeled at design time, but they are bound later. This approach

enables the reusability of solutions in other process models as well, since they

are not modeled in a particular process model.

If the process definition is not complete, and if the solution to support the

flexibility is configured at runtime, the flexibility is defined as Flexibility by

Underspecification (Late modeling) [55] (see Figure 2.6). In this situ-

ation, the point of flexibility is known at design time, but the solutions are not

known at design time. Clearly, when the solution is not known, the knowledge

of how to apply it is not available either. In these situations, the process mod-

els can contain a placeholder to specify the point of flexibility, and the solution

can be modeled later (when the process model is enacted). This means that the

process model is partially specified, and the solutions are modeled at runtime.

This approach enables the reusability of solutions in other process models as

well since they are not modeled in a particular process model.

If the process definition is complete, and if the solution to support the

flexibility is configured at runtime, the flexibility is defined as Flexibility by

Change or Deviation [55] (see Figure 2.6). This flexibility suits to situations

in which neither the point of flexibility nor the solutions are known at design

time. In these situations, the process models cannot specify the flexible point,

so their specifications are complete. Two approaches can be taken in such cir-

cumstances: i) change the process specification at runtime and add a solution

to support flexibility; ii) do not change the process specification, but enforce

its execution to deviate from what is specified in the process specification [55].

The first approach is called Flexibility by Change, and the second approach

is called Flexibility by Deviation. To extend the functionality of a WfMS

to support aspect orientation, we should know the requirements that such a

modularization technique requires.

2.3 The Aspect-Oriented Paradigm

Aspect-orientation is a paradigm that has emerged in information systems to

facilitate the separation of cross-cutting concerns. Therefore, this section starts

by introducing how this paradigm evolved in the BPM area by borrowing

definitions and semantics from the programming area. Thus, the following

sub-sections introduce Aspect-oriented Programming, aspect-oriented service

composition, and aspect-oriented business process modeling.
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2.3.1 Aspect-Oriented Programming

Separation of concerns has long been an important issue in programming,

and different modularization techniques have been developed to support the

separation of different concerns. Some concerns are scattered through the

system, which makes different modules of the systems tangled to them if

they are encapsulated using traditional modularization techniques. These con-

cerns are known as cross-cutting concerns, and Aspect-Oriented Programming

(AOP) has been introduced to support the encapsulation of these concerns [56].

These concerns can be high-level, such as the security and quality of service,

or low-level, such as caching and buffering [56]. They can represent func-

tional requirements of the system, such as features or business rules, or non-

functional (systemic) requirements, such as synchronization and transaction

management [56].

AOP aims at enabling programmers to develop the main functionality of

the system without worrying about the definition of cross-cutting concerns.

This feature is called obliviousness [38]. It also aims at enabling them to

encapsulate the specification of cross-cutting concerns in different modules,

called advice. Finally, AOP aims at providing a mechanism to support re-

lating the advice to the main functionality of the system. Thus, it is a form

of orthogonal modularization that is introduced in Chapter 1. This mechanism

includes an approach to quantifying elements from the functionality of the sys-

tem (called join points) and writing assertions that relate the advice to those

elements. These assertions are called pointcuts. An encapsulation of advices

and pointcuts that specify how a cross-cutting concern should be considered in

a system is known as an aspect [56].

Filman et al. introduce quantification and obliviousness as two main fea-

tures of an AOP approach [38]. They state that “AOP can be understood as the

desire to make quantified statements about the behavior of programs, and to

have these quantifications hold over programs written by oblivious program-

mers”, and they give an example of such a statement: “In programs P, when-

ever condition C arises, perform action A.” [38]. In this example, the assertion

of condition C refers to Quantification. The definition of how actions should

interact with each other is called an Interface, and the approach that defines

how the program P and the action A should be executed is called Weaving.

Quantification can be considered along two dimensions. It can be static or

dynamic, and it can be defined as clear-box or black-box [38]. Static/dynamic

quantification supports asserting statements based on the information about the

functionality of the program that is available at design/runtime respectively.

Clear-box quantification supports asserting statements based on the structure

of the program, so it requires having access to the source code. However,
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Black-box quantification supports asserting statements based on the public in-

terfaces that are defined in the program, so it does not require having access to

the source code [38].

Weaving can also be static or dynamic. Static weaving defines a process

that merges all pieces of an aspect-oriented program, so the result is a tradi-

tional code that can be compiled or executed in the traditional way. Dynamic

weaving requires that the compilers or interpreters be aware of the semantics

of the aspect-oriented program, so they can adapt the code while running the

system.

2.3.2 Aspect-Oriented service composition

The need to separate cross-cutting concerns in service composition area has

motivated researchers to introduce aspect orientation in this area. Applying

aspect orientation in service composition aims at increasing re-usability, re-

ducing the cost of maintenance, and facilitating handling system complexity.

Such an approach is investigated and implemented as an extension to Business

Process Execution Language (BPEL) [57], called Aspect-Oriented for BPEL

(AO4BPEL) [41–43]. This extension is defined based on the SOAP message

life-cycle [43] and focuses on service composition.

2.3.3 Aspect Orientation in Business Process Modeling

The successful experience of implementing aspect orientation in service com-

position (AO4BPEL) and the needs in encapsulating cross-cutting concerns

in business process modeling inspired researchers to develop techniques to

support aspect orientation in Business Process Modeling. Here, we introduce

some of these techniques briefly.

Wang et al. [45] introduced a Concern-Oriented Business Process Model-

ing approach to enable aspect-oriented business process modeling. They claim

that quantification and obliviousness [38] are “too strong and hard to consum-

able for business people”, so they introduced an approach that enables encap-

sulating these concerns into separate modules. These modules can be executed

in parallel with process models. Each process can invoke different concerns

using an element called “Losing Control”. The process model can receive

the result of the invoked concern through another element called “Gaining

Control”. Although they solve the scattering problem by encapsulating cross-

cutting concerns, they do not solve the tangling problem since they introduce

losing and gaining control elements to be added to the main concern. The ap-

proach supports the definition of before, after and around advice. In addition,

this approach supports the definition of parallel and nested advice indirectly.

However, this approach does not provide any quantification. This approach
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can be used for defining, identifying, extracting, assembling and weaving con-

cerns in relation to process models. They have also implemented a prototype

as a “proof of concept” to support modeling concern oriented business process

models.

Shankardass [46] aims at proposing an extension to BPMN to encapsulate

cross-cutting concerns into modules, called “Aspect wrapper”. “Aspect wrap-

per” solves the scattering problem. To relate these modules to the main process

models, a new element is proposed, called “Aspect dot”, which can be placed

before and/or after the activities in the main process model. These aspect dots

can be related to the aspect wrappers through new elements, called “Aspect

flow”. As a result of having these elements, this approach does not solve the

tangling problem. The position of the aspect dots determines the type and or-

der of the aspects which are related to the process model. This means that if an

advice dot is placed before or after an activity, the related aspect wrapper will

be considered as before or after the aspect, respectively. However, if an aspect

wrapper is related (through a flow called a “forked aspect flow”) to aspect dots

which are placed before and after an activity, the aspect wrapper will be consid-

ered as an around aspect. Each activity can have different aspect dots, so their

orders determine the precedence of the aspects that should be considered. The

approach also supports the definition of parallel advice indirectly. However,

this approach neither supports the definition of nested advice nor develops an

editor to support the definition of aspect-oriented business process models. It

should be noted that it was not clear from the text if the tool (called AMAP) is

implemented or only proposed, so we assume that it is only proposed.

Charfi et al. [22] proposed an aspect-oriented extension of BPMN (AO4BPMN).

We refer to this approach as AO4BPMN 1.0 to avoid confusion with the ex-

tended versions which were proposed subsequently. This approach considers

activities and events as join points. It defines pointcuts as constructs for se-

lecting join points which are annotated with text. Advices are defined as sub-

processes that encapsulate the functionality of a cross-cutting concern. An

advice can have a special activity, called Proceed. This activity can be used to

determine the order of the advice, i.e., before, after or around. If the advice

does not have a Proceed activity, the type of advice should be specified. As-

pects are modeled using pools, which are collections of advice and pointcuts.

This approach is supported by a graphical editor, and is used as a foundation

for other approaches to extend the level of support for separating cross-cutting

concerns in the BPM area. This approach does not provide any quantification.

Cappelli et al. [44] proposed an approach to separate cross-cutting con-

cerns based on BPMN to solve the scattering and tangling problems. They

support the definition of an advice to be specified before or after an advised

join point. This approach is implemented as an extension to Oryx [58], called
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CrossOryx [44], that supports the design of aspect-oriented business process

models. The tool supports quantifications over Control-flow, task and data

perspectives. It also enables quantifications based on combinations of these

perspectives, and it does not consider any of these perspectives as dominant—

which is a strong point in quantification.

AO4BPMN 1.0 lacks a concrete pointcut language and weaving mecha-

nism. Jabeen et al. [47] extended AO4BPMN 1.0 by developing a pointcut

language using Xtext, and their quantification supports control-flow and task

perspectives. They also propose a pseudocode for a weaver to support the

weaving of aspect-oriented business process models. However, the actual im-

plementation of the tool is not completed, and it is planned to be done in the

future.

Patiniotakis et al. [49] extended the AO4BPMN 1.0 to support aspect com-

position and weaving. They called their approach AO4BPMN2.0. In addi-

tion to three types of aspects (before, after and around), they introduced two

other types: replace and bypass. In the replacing scenario, a join point can

be replaced by another activity. In the bypass scenario, the join point can be

skipped and not executed. They reported that they defined pointcuts using

Situation-Action-Networks. The details about their definitions are not clear,

yet it seems that they support quantifications over control-flow and task per-

spectives. Moreover, this approach is supported by a editor and a dynamic

weaver that enable designing and enacting aspect-oriented business process

models. Their approach also supports the definition of parallelism and prece-

dence in the definition of advice indirectly.

As mentioned earlier, AO4BPMN 1.0 lacks a concrete pointcut language

and weaving mechanism. Moreover, it is not based on BPMN 2.0, so it does

not have execution semantics. Witteborg et al. [48] extended the approach with

a concrete pointcut language and weaving mechanism and to support BPMN

2.0 elements. They call the new extension AO4BPMN 2.0. To avoid confusion

with the extension proposed by Patiniotakis et al. [49], we will refer to their ap-

proach by their names. The pointcut language is defined using OCL. Accord-

ing to their UML conceptual diagram and example, the pointcut can be com-

posed based on FlowNode elements. These elements are Activity, Event, Gate-

way, CallActivity, Task and SubProcess. Moreover, the pointcut can be com-

posed based on the Lane information which can be accessed through FlowN-

ode elements. This means that this approach can support the quantification of

conditions based on control-flow, task and resource perspectives. In addition, a

combination of these perspectives can be used when composing pointcut using

different OCL operators. However, it seems that it cannot quantify conditions

based on DataObject since their join point does not have any relation to this

object in their conceptual diagram. It should be mentioned that only support-
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ing the composition of pointcuts using the resource perspective is supported

by this approach so far. Furthermore, this approach does not consider any of

the business process perspectives as the dominant perspective when defining

the pointcuts, which is a strong point in quantification. Their approach is also

supported by a tool. They also support the design and enactment of aspect-

oriented business process models. The enactment is supported by offering

static weaving.

Moreover, different applications of aspect orientation in BPM have been

investigated in the literature. Machado et al. [59] investigate how aspect orien-

tation can help to manage process variability. Santos et al. [60] discuss some

open issues in aspect-oriented business process modeling, which are classified

into three categories: i) how to model them (called method); ii) how to doc-

ument them (called model); and iii) how to use them (called management).

They also investigate how goals can be used to identify aspects in process

models [61], and how aspects can be identified using a set of combinations of

heuristics [62]. Furthermore, they propose a way to represent the process own-

ership for aspect-oriented business process models [63]. In addition, Souza

et al. [37] propose an approach for identifying services using aspect-oriented

business process modeling.

In addition to modeling techniques, some researchers have investigated

analysis techniques to query aspects from process models [64–66].
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3. Research Methodology

This chapter aims to explain and discuss how the research questions can be

answered.

Considering that the tool support is absolutely vital for supporting aspect-

oriented modularization [67], this sort of research cannot be solved solely by

an empirical study. Indeed, we need the development of tools that enable us

to manage cross-cutting concerns in the BPM area. Using these tools, it is

then possible to conduct some empirical studies to investigate different aspects

of using this technique in different contexts. Thus, the core contribution of

this thesis is about developing and demonstrating artifacts to support aspect-

oriented modularization in the BPM area. “Design science ... [ in the area

of information systems and IT] aims to create novel artifacts in the form of

models, methods, and systems that support people in developing, using, and

maintaining IT solutions” [68]. Therefore, this thesis falls into the area of

design science.

3.1 Design Science

According to Hevner and Chatterjee (2010), “Design science research is a

research paradigm in which a designer answers questions relevant to human

problems via the creation of innovative artifacts, thereby contributing new

knowledge to the body of scientific evidence” [69].

Design science research aims to improve the environment by building a

new artifact. The environment can be considered as the application domain

consisting of People, Organizational Systems, and Technical Systems, based

on which some insights about problems and opportunities can be discovered

(see Figure 3.1). The insight can be expressed in terms of the requirements

that justify the need for a new artifact. A new artifact can be built based on

the existing body of knowledge as a foundation. This foundation can be in the

form of Scientific Theories & Methods, Experience & Expertise, and Meta-

Artifacts.

Based on the requirements and the existing body of knowledge, a new

artifact can be built. Building an artifact is an incremental process that requires

the evaluation of the artifact in each phase. The activities of building and
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Figure 3.1: Design Science Research Cycles, adopted from [70]

evaluating that result in a new artifact are called the design cycle. Design

science research usually documents the process of building the artifact. The

new artifact can be tested in the environment, and it also extends the existing

body of knowledge. Therefore, there are two more cycles that complement the

design science cycle, called the relevance cycle and the rigor cycle.

The relevance cycle gathers requirements from the environment to build an

artifact and to test the artifact in the environment. The rigour cycle grounds a

new artifact on an existing knowledge base and extends the current knowledge

by inventing a new artifact. These cycles are identified by Hevner, [70].

A design cycle supports the creation of a new design science artifact. In

general, this cycle follows the following reasoning, which has been presented

in Figure 3.2, known as the Design Science Research Framework [71]. The

central part of the figure shows the different activities that can be performed

in a design cycle and their flow. The left side of the figure shows the flow of

knowledge between the different activities of the cycle. The right side of the

figure specifies the different outputs that are generated in each activity.

The cycle starts by an Awareness of problem, where a problem or need

is discovered from the environment. The result is a proposal for creating a

new artifact to solve the problem. Then, a researcher can suggest a tentative

design. An artifact can be developed based on the design. The development

can change the understanding of the researcher of the needs, and the whole

process can be repeated from the beginning. The artifact can be evaluated,

which results in measuring its performance. The result can also change the

understanding of the researcher about the needs, and the whole process can

be repeated from the beginning. Finally, the evaluation can help a researcher

to draw a conclusion regarding the research results. The new result can also

initiate new requirements, and the whole process can be repeated from the

beginning [71].

Many research choices can be made for each activity. In this thesis, this

framework will be employed to build different artifacts. However, each artifact
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Figure 3.2: Design Science Research Framework, taken from [71]

requires a different choice of method, so the configuration of this framework

is different for each artifact. The configuration of the framework is elaborated

separately for every paper in related sections.

There are different sorts of artifacts that can be defined in the design cycle.

Design science aims to produce artifacts in the form of constructs, models,

methods, or instantiations [72].

Constructs are definitional knowledge in the form of terms, notations,

definitions, and concepts that support the formulation of problems and pos-

sible solutions, e.g., Unified Modeling Language (UML) [68]. The entity-

relationship model is another example of a construct that represents the se-

mantics of data [72].

Models are abstractions and representations of possible solutions to some

identified problems, and they facilitate the construction of artifacts [68].

Methods are prescriptive knowledge specifying how an artifact can be cre-

ated. This knowledge can, for example, be defined in terms of algorithms and

practices [68; 72]. Methods define processes specifying how to search the so-

lution space to solve problems. They can be represented formally (e.g., using

algorithms), informally (e.g., using textual descriptions of “best practice”), or

some combination [72].

Instantiations are systems with embedded knowledge that can be employed

in practice, e.g., an implementation of a search algorithm in Java [68]. They

show the fact that constructs, models, or methods can be implemented, so they
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demonstrate the feasibility of those construct by providing a so-called “proof

by construction” [72].

3.2 Research methods

This thesis follows the design science research framework to invent new arti-

facts to address the specified research questions. Figure 3.3 shows the artifacts

that have been developed for different research questions. The following sub-

sections explain how the design science research framework is used to answer

each research question. The choice of method is justified in each subsection.

3.2.1 Formalizing Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

This section discusses the method based on which we formalized syntax for

imperative aspect-oriented business process models to answer the following

research question:

• How should the design of imperative aspect-oriented business process

models be formalized based on current informal aspect-oriented tech-

niques?

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, there are different constructs defined

informally to support the separation of cross-cutting concerns in imperative

version of normative and descriptive business process modeling, e.g., [22; 44–

47]. However, there is no formal definition as a construct that specifies differ-

ent pieces of an aspect-oriented business process modeling language. A formal

definition is important since it enables one interpretation of the modeling no-

tations, and removes any possible ambiguity.

In [1], we addressed this gap by developing a new artifact. Figure 3.4

shows the application of the design science research framework which is used

in that paper. The phases are illustrated in a cycle, and the arrows show the

possibilities for moving from one phase to another. In the middle of this figure,

we show the BPM lifecycle. The phase of the lifecycle which is addressed by

that paper is colored in the figure, which is the design phase for that paper.

As is shown below the figure, this approach is relevant for imperative business

process modeling. The same settings will be followed by other figures in the

following sub-sections.

We have compiled requirements from previous publications (specifically

AO4PBPMN [22]), and we have formalized the so-called AO-BPM using BPMN

notation [1], labelled as AO-BPMN 2.0 in Figure 3.3. The artifact is a con-

struct, and it is evaluated using a case study in the banking domain. This
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Figure 3.4: Application of design science research framework in [1]

artifact removes ambiguity in interpreting different elements of normative and

descriptive aspect-oriented business process models based on BPMN notation.

As can be seen from Figure 3.4, we obtained an awareness of this prob-

lem through a literature study and a case study. We suggested an extension to

BPMN 2.0 to support aspect-oriented business process modeling based on pre-

vious research. We formalized our suggestion and evaluated the result through

a case study. The decisions for the selection of the methods in each phase are

justified as follows.

We became aware of this problem by studying the current literature and

applying current techniques to different cases, where we realized there was a

gap in supporting the definition of precedence when designing aspect-oriented

business process models. We also realized that there was a gap as to the formal

definitions for such models. This problem can also be discovered through

interviewing experts who have currently applied this technique to real cases.

However, it might be very difficult to find such people since the area is new

and these techniques have not yet been widely employed in the industry.

We suggested and developed our approach as an extension to BPMN no-

tation. Indeed, there are different business process modeling notations, like

Petri nets [27], BPMN [28], YAWL [29], UML [30], EPC, etc. We chose

BPMN because it is one of the most widely used notations in modeling busi-

ness processes. There are also many tools available to support designers in

defining their process models in BPMN. In addition, previous research in
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aspect-oriented business process modeling are mainly defined based on this

notation. Despite selecting BPMN, our conceptualization proposed here is

general. Indeed, it can be adapted to extend other modeling notations, such as

UML Activity Diagrams, EPC, YAWL, etc.

We evaluated our artifact through a case study in the banking domain. The

evaluation was performed in the form of a demonstration where we modeled

the business processes in a bank through both BPMN and our approach. To

identify and design fairly simple yet representative processes with at least a

couple of cross-cutting concerns, we conducted an interview with a domain

expert from the bank. Detailed information about the process was derived

from a follow-up interview with the same domain expert. The interview was

unstructured. The processes could not be discovered through structured or

semi-structured interview techniques because we did not have any knowledge

about these processes with which to formulate the relevant questions. Thus, the

unstructured interview technique was used. Although it is possible to evaluate

the approach using expert opinion as an alternative method, a case study is

better due to the possibility of showing the relevance of the approach that is

used.

We selected small size processes containing approximately 20 activities

in our case study to learn the process quickly to be able to present it to an

audience that is less knowledgeable about the domain. This selection could

have affected our study, in that it could produce small and separated advice.

In addition, there are two main limitations to this investigation, that requires

additional research to address the related research question completely. First, it

did not define formally an executable aspect-oriented business process model,

so it was still not possible to define an analysis technique for such models.

Second, it was language dependent, so it was not general in a way that can be

applied to all imperative business process models. These two limitations were

addressed in the subsequent papers.

3.2.2 Analysing Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

This section discusses the method based on which we support the analysis of

imperative aspect-oriented business process models to answer the following

research questions:

• How should the design of imperative aspect-oriented business process

models be formalized based on current informal aspect-oriented tech-

niques? 1

1In [7], we focused on formalizing the definition of an executable version of

imperative aspect-oriented business process models.
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• How should imperative aspect-oriented business process models be an-

alyzed to check design time problems in business process models?

Despite different constructs which are defined to support designing de-

scriptive and normative versions of imperative aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models, there is no research that supports designing executable versions

of these models. The lack of executable models results in a gap in the support

for analyzing such models.

In [7], we addressed this gap by developing new artifacts. Figure 3.5 shows

the use of the design science research framework in that paper. As can be

seen from this figure, we became aware of this problem through modeling

different cases. We formulated the formal definitions of executable aspect-

oriented business process models using Petri nets [9], referred to as AO-Petri
nets in Figure 3.3. This artifact is a construct for supporting the definition

of executable imperative aspect-oriented business process models. We also

developed an algorithm in the form of a method that converts these models into

traditional Petri nets models, which can be analyzed using different techniques.

It is referred to as Static Weaving ALG in Figure 3.3.

In addition, we developed artifacts in the form of instantiations to support

designing these models and weaving them into traditional Petri nets models, so

they can be analyzed using the existing analysis techniques. These artifacts are

called AO-Petri nets Editor & Static Weaver (see Figure 3.3). These artifacts

are demonstrated using an example, and they support the analysis of imperative

aspect-oriented business process models for the first time. The choice of the

method in each phase is justified as follows.

We became aware of this problem through case studies in [1; 9] in which

we realized that we could not investigate the soundness of our models. It is

very difficult for people to analyze a business process model manually, so there

is a need for supporting analysis of these models using software. This gap

can also be discovered through a systematic literature review, where different

phases of support for aspect-oriented business process management can be

compared to current publications.

There are some executable business process modeling languages based on

which we could define our extension to support executable aspect-oriented

business process models, e.g., Petri nets [36], YAWL [29] and BPMN 2.0 [28].

Petri net is a modeling language with a formal definition and semantics. This

language is also used to design business processes, and it enables the definition

of executable models that can be interpreted by software [24]. It also has three

elements, so it is easier to define an analysis technique than it is for BPMN and

YAWL, which have many more elements. Therefore, we chose this notation to

define executable aspect-oriented business process models.
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Figure 3.5: Application of design science research framework in [7]

There are different versions of Petri nets, suited to different purposes:

Coloured Petri Nets [73], Workflow nets [74], etc. Workflow nets [74] are de-

fined to support the definition of executable business processes. There are dif-

ferent analysis techniques defined based on workflow nets, e.g., Woflan [75].

Therefore, we defined our extension based on workflow nets. We defined an

algorithm to support merging the different elements of our executable aspect-

oriented business process models into a traditional process model [7]. The

result is a traditional workflow net that can be analyzed using existing analysis

techniques.

There are different methods of evaluating these artifacts, e.g., expert opin-

ion, case study, and demonstration. The case study is a better method, since it

also shows the relevance of the artifact. We demonstrated this artifact through

an example. This demonstration shows the ability of these artifacts to reveal

design time problems. The details are specified in the included paper, [7].

More evaluation can be performed in the future to study other aspects, such as

its relevance, usefulness, etc.

3.2.3 Enacting Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

As mentioned in Chapter 2, supporting aspect orientation means quantifying

programmatic assertions over modules written by people who are oblivious

to such assertions [38], and there are two approaches to enacting these mod-
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els: static weaving and dynamic weaving. In the previous sub-section, we ex-

plained how we supported the analysis and enactment of these models through

static weaving. In this section, we explain how dynamic weaving can support

the enactment of these models.

Enacting aspect-oriented business process models implies quantifying pro-

grammatic assertions through monitoring the modules and imposing advice

when needed through dynamic weaving. Thus, this sub-section explain how

both monitoring and dynamic weaving can be performed in the BPM area by

presenting the papers [2; 9]. To define this mechanism, we need a general defi-

nition of aspect-oriented business process model, which is independent of any

notation. Thus, we also formulate such definitions, based on which we can

define our approach. In particular, we aim to answer the following research

questions in this sub-section:

• How should the design of imperative aspect-oriented business process

models be formalized based on current informal aspect-oriented tech-

niques? 1

• How should the enactment procedure (including configuration/Implementation,

running and adjustment) of imperative aspect-oriented business process

models be formalized?

The following sub-sections explain our artifacts for supporting the monitoring

and enactment mechanism.

Monitoring

In this section, we present the method based on which we define how we can

monitor instances of imperative business processes at runtime. There are dif-

ferent perspectives for the definition of business process models, and support-

ing quantification based on different perspectives plays an important role in

defining the monitoring method. Figure 3.6 shows the application in [2] of the

design science research framework to support monitoring.

In that paper, we formulated the formal definition of the syntax of a process

model (as a construct, viz., MP-BPM in Figure 3.3), based on which we defined

a monitoring algorithm (as a method, viz. Monitoring ALG in Figure 3.3).

This approach was also implemented (as an instantiation, viz., RuleEditor &
Monitoring Service in Figure 3.3) to support the definition of the rules and the

monitoring of the business process instances. The approach and artifacts were

evaluated using a case study. The details are specified in [2]. The choice of the

selected method in each phase is justified as follows.

1In [9], we focused on formalizing the definition of a general imperative aspect-

oriented business process model.
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Figure 3.6: Application of design science research framework in [2]

To design an effective dynamic weaving solution, a strong quantification

mechanism plays an important role. By reviewing the existing literature on

aspect-oriented business process management, we realized that in the BPM

area there were no formal definitions for such a mechanism.

To suggest a monitoring method, we need to know the monitorable points

when enacting a business process instance. Thus, we defined these points

based on the definition of the case and workitem definitions in the Workflow

Management Reference Model [52]. To suggest a monitoring method, we need

a general formal definition of the concept of a business process model. Thus,

we defined the formalization. We also need to define how process instances are

enacted, in general, so we investigated this issue by considering the specifica-

tion of a general workflow management system, i.e., the workflow reference

model [52]. This comparison helped us to define a monitoring algorithm.

To support such monitoring, we needed to implement our approach in a

workflow management system. There are different workflow management sys-

tems on the basis of which we could have developed our artifact. We selected

YAWL because it is open source. It is also designed based on Service Oriented

Architecture, so it is possible to develop a monitoring service on top of it. It

also complies with the workflow reference model.

We evaluated our approach through a case study. We interviewed a busi-

ness expert, and we designed a process model. The interview was unstructured

since we had no previous knowledge about the domain. Then, we implemented
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monitoring rules and compared the traditional technique with our approach.

As an alternative method, we could have evaluated the approach using expert

opinion. Expert opinion is a less effective method for evaluating our approach

because it cannot evaluate the relevance of our approach based on a real case.

Running

In this section, we present the method we used to define how to enact imper-

ative aspect-oriented business process models through dynamic weaving. Fig-

ure 3.7 shows the application in [9] of the design science research framework

to support the enactment. We prepared both the formal definition of the syntax

for a general aspect-oriented business process model and that of the execution

semantics for such models. In addition, we implemented the instantiation of

our approach in a workflow management system. The results were evaluated

through a case study. The details are specified in the included paper, [9]. The

decision for the selected method in each phase is justified as follows.

We became aware of this problem through our case study in [1]. We also

realized, after a review of the relevant literature, that there was no existing for-

mal definition for supporting the enactment of these models. As an alternative

method, one could have detected this gap by interviewing an expert.

To support the core cycle of the BPM lifecycle, we proposed an approach

called AOBPM. We formulated a general formal definition of the syntax and
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Figure 3.7: Application of design science research framework in [9]
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execution semantics for the aspect-oriented business process model. The for-

mal definitions were developed as a construct, labelled AO-BPM in Figure 3.3.

These modeling constructs support the definition of descriptive and normative

aspect-oriented business process models. Then, we defined an artifact as a

model to define the architecture, components, and specification of a system

that supports the enactment of an aspect-oriented business process model, la-

belled Dynamic Weaving in Figure 3.3. This artifact defines the operational se-

mantics for enacting aspect-oriented business process models using Coloured

Petri Nets (CPN). CPN was selected because it has a supporting environment

where models can be designed, executed, simulated and verified. We imple-

mented a service as an instantiation of the CPN Model. The instantiation was

developed in YAWL (labelled Aspect Service in Figure 3.3), and it extends the

functionality of YAWL to supports the enactment of aspect-oriented business

process models [9]. Another artifact in the form of an instantiation is also

developed (labelled AO-YAWL Editor in Figure 3.3) to support definitions of

aspect-oriented business process models in YAWL. YAWL was selected be-

cause of its advantages that we mentioned in the previous section.

We evaluated the artifacts through a case study. We interviewed the same

expert as for preparing [1], for the same processes. We refined the processes,

and we also discovered another process that had to be complied with some

cross-cutting concerns. The interview was unstructured. There are other ways

to have studied this case, such as observation. In that method, a researcher

should have access to the field and explore the processes on their own. It is

possible to discover processes by studying documents of different organiza-

tions, but that is very time-consuming. We implemented, configured, enacted,

monitored and adjusted the discovered processes. The result shows that our

approach makes it easier to deal with the complexity of cross-cutting concerns

by encapsulating them through aspect-oriented business process modeling and

enacting them.

Regarding measuring the complexity, there are many different metrics for

measuring the complexity of business process models [76]. One basic met-

ric is counting the Number Of Activities (NOA) in a process model, such as

the number of Lines of Code (LOC) metric in programming. This metric is

popular due to its simplicity, yet it has been criticized as being blind to mea-

suring the functionality and only focusing on one parameter, viz., the size of

the module.

This limitation is intended to be addressed by taking the control-flow struc-

ture into account when measuring the complexity of the process models by two

metrics, viz., “Number Of Activities and Control-flow” (NOAC) and “Num-

ber Of Activities, Joins, and Splits” (NOAJS). NOAC can only be applied

to well-structured process models [77], while NOAJS can be applied to any
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process model. This technique does not consider the number of paths that a

module contains. This limitation is addressed by McCabe through a metric

called McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity (MCC) [78]. MCC is adopted for

measuring process complexity by Cardoso, known as Control-Flow Complex-

ity (CFC) [79]. This metric measures the complexity of a process model based

on the number of XOR, OR, and AND Splits, in such a way that

• For every XOR Split with n outcomes, the complexity of the process

model should be increased by n.

• For every AND Split, the complexity of the process model should be

increased by one.

• For every OR Split with n outcomes, the complexity of the process

model should be increased by 2n−1.

There are also other metrics for measuring the complexity of a process model,

which have not been used in this research. To measure the complexity of our

AS-IS and To-BE process models, we only consider the metrics NOA, NOAJS

and CFC, which are commonly used for measuring the complexity of process

models based on the Control-flow perspective.

3.2.4 Assessing Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

There are different approaches to supporting imperative aspect-oriented busi-

ness process modeling, yet there is no method that supports comparing them.

Thus, we addressed this gap by developing a new artifact in [4], which address

the following research question:

• How should imperative aspect-oriented business process models be as-

sessed in terms of supporting the separation of cross-cutting concerns?

Figure 3.8 shows the application in that paper of the design science re-

search framework. As can be seen from this figure, we became aware of this

problem through studying the literature on aspect-oriented business process

modeling.

Therefore, we defined a new method to support the comparison of these

languages, labelled Assessment Framework in Figure 3.3. The method is pre-

sented as a framework based on which we can evaluate the strength of these

approaches. The framework was tested based on the evaluation and compari-

son of different approaches through a literature review. This artifact supports

the comparison of different AO-BPM languages, so it enables designers to

choose the right language to model their business processes. The details are
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Figure 3.8: Application of design science research framework in [4]

specified in the included paper, [4]. The choice of the method selected for each

phase is justified as follows.

We became aware of this problem when studying different aspect-oriented

business process modeling approaches. We realized that there was no compar-

ison or a method that supports comparing these approaches with each other.

As an alternative, one could have noticed this problem during a case study

in which the person would want to apply different methods. We compiled

the requirements in the form of assessment criteria. We proposed a frame-

work based on which we can compare these approaches with each other. This

framework assesses the imperative aspect-oriented business process manage-

ment approaches by comparing their ability to support the core cycle of the

BPM lifecycle. The artifact was used to compare current aspect-oriented busi-

ness process modeling techniques with each other. As an alternative approach,

expert opinion could also have been used to evaluate this framework.

3.2.5 Supporting Agile Business Process Development

Separating concerns enables the gradual development of a business process.

Indeed, it is possible to develop the core concern, and add others incrementally.

The idea of supporting agile business process development through aspect-

oriented business process management arose during our case study in [1]. We

investigated this idea in [6], which is based on the framework proposed in [80].
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Figure 3.9: Application of design science research framework in [6]

Thus, we answer the following research question in this section:

• How can aspect-oriented business process management support agile

business process development?

Figure 3.9 shows the application in that paper of the design science re-

search framework.

We became aware of the possibility of supporting agile business process

development during our case study in [1]. Thus, we extended the framework

proposed by Bider in [80], using which we showed how aspect-oriented busi-

ness process management could support agile business process development.

This guideline is labelled Agile guideline in Figure 3.3. The result is demon-

strated by the use of our previous case study. The details are specified in the

included paper, [6].

3.2.6 Declarative Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

Traditionally, business processes are modeled through imperative modeling ap-

proaches where the focus has been rather on providing a high level of support

than on a high level of flexibility, as discussed in Chapter 1. The emergence of

declarative modeling approaches enabled departing from this trend by propos-

ing constraint-based business process modeling, where the focus is on giving

people more flexibility. This paradigm is quite new, and we have not found
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anything in the literature proposing a modeling approach to support declara-

tive aspect-oriented business process modeling to provide process participants

more flexibility in managing cross-cutting concerns. Thus, we addressed this

gap by developing a new artifact in [5], which addresses the following research

question:

• How should the separation of cross-cutting concerns be supported by

means of declarative aspect-oriented business process models?

Figure 3.10 shows the application in that paper of the design science re-

search framework. As can be seen from this figure, we became aware of this

problem through studying current declarative techniques and aspect-oriented

business process modeling techniques.

To define how aspect-orientation can be supported to manage business pro-

cesses using declarative models, we developed a new artifact in the form of a

construct. We proposed an approach to support aspect orientation in declar-

ative business processes in [5], labelled Declarative AO-BPM in Figure 3.3.

We explained how current systems could be extended to support this approach

through defining elements in terms of a construct. The idea was demonstrated

and discussed based on a tool that supports adaptive case management. The

details are specified in the included paper, [5]. The decision for the selected

method in each phase is justified as follows.
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Figure 3.10: Application of the design science research framework in [5]
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We became aware of this problem when studying different aspect-oriented

business process modeling approaches and comparing them with current tech-

niques in declarative aspect-oriented business process modeling. Thus, we

proposed a new approach based on the definition of declarative business pro-

cess modeling to define declarative aspect-oriented business process modeling.

We demonstrated our approach through a proposal in an adaptive case manage-

ment tool.

3.2.7 Hybrid Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there is a new paradigm in business process model-

ing that aims to provide both support and flexibility by combining imperative

and declarative models. It is called hybrid modeling. Since it is new in the

BPM area, there is as yet no published research on how aspect orientation can

be supported through these modeling techniques. Thus, in [8], we aimed to

answer the following question.

• How should the separation of cross-cutting concerns be supported by

means of hybrid aspect-oriented business process models?

Figure 3.11 shows the application in that paper of the design science re-

search framework. As can be seen from this figure, we became aware of this
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Figure 3.11: Application of design science research framework in [8]
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problem through studying current declarative techniques and aspect-oriented

business process modeling techniques.

In that paper, we defined how aspect-orientation can be supported to man-

age business processes using hybrid models by defining a new construct [8],

labelled Hybrid AO-BPM in Figure 3.3. In the new approach, imperative ad-

vice can be considered for the imperative business processes through declara-

tive rules. The approach was demonstrated through a simple business process.

This was the first publication to introduce the use of hybrid models to sup-

port the separation of cross-cutting concerns. The details are specified in the

included paper, [8].

3.2.8 Discovering Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

We have investigated different phases of the BPM lifecycle, except for data

based analysis for supporting aspect-oriented business process modeling. In

aspect-oriented programming, this area is called aspect mining. In [3], we

investigated how we can introduce this area in aspect-oriented business process

management. In particular, we answered the following research question in

that paper:

• How should aspect-oriented business process models be discovered (mined)

by analyzing historical data obtained from enacting business processes?

We defined a new method that supports discovering aspect-oriented busi-

ness process models from event logs, labelled Mining Method in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.12 shows the application in that paper of the design science research

framework. As can be seen from this figure, we became aware of this problem

through studying the literature on aspect-oriented programming. In addition,

we tried to discover the process based on the log files of our case study in [13].

To support the discovery of these models, we proposed a method, called

aspect mining. We demonstrated the application of the method through ap-

plying it to the log files of processes from the banking domain. This artifact

supports discovering aspect-oriented business process models from event logs.

Therefore, it can reduce the cost of discovering these models through tradi-

tional techniques, such as interviews, by supporting their discovery from event

logs.
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4. Result

In this chapter, we present a summary of results for each paper.

4.1 Formalizing AO-BPM

In this section, we summarize the artifact and results of [1]. The artifact which

was developed in that paper is specified in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: The list of artifacts in [1]
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[1] AO-BPMN 2.0 �

We defined the requirements for capturing multiple concerns by studying

the existing literature on aspect-oriented modularization and adapting them

into the BPM area. The summary of these requirements are listed here:

R1 It should be possible to identify and encapsulate concerns simultane-

ously.

This requirement implies that both parallel and sequential order of

execution should be considered when relating cross-cutting concerns to

process models. This means that a process designer should be able to de-

fine multiple concerns for a join point in a process model. (S)he should

also be able to define the precedence when relating cross-cutting con-

cerns to the process models.

R2 It should be possible to identify and add concerns incrementally at any

time during the development lifecycle.

R3 Developers should not be required to know the details of the concerns

that do not affect their particular activities.
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R4 It must be possible to represent and manage overlapping and interacting

concerns.

R5 A mechanism should be defined to support the integration of aspect-

oriented business process models to enable their interpretation and en-

actment by a software system.

We also elaborated on aspect-oriented process modeling by extending AO4BPMN [22].

We formalized our approach by extending the BPMN formal definition in or-

der to remove ambiguity in the definition of normative and descriptive aspect-

oriented business process models.

Finally, we demonstrated the relevance of the approach through a case

study. A summary of the findings from the case study is given below.

• Aspect orientation enables the documentation of more knowledge in

business process modeling by capturing the relation between cross-cutting

concerns and specific activities.

• Our approach supports the separation of several concerns that can be

defined for an activity in a process model.

• Our approach supports the definition of an ordering of the different

cross-cutting concerns.

• Aspect orientation can facilitate dealing with the complexity of business

processes by reducing the complexity of models through separating dif-

ferent concerns.

• Aspect orientation can increase the reusability of models since the sep-

arated concerns can be re-used several times in the same and other pro-

cesses.

• Aspect orientation can facilitate the maintenance of the system because

the changes only need to be applied in one place. It also removes the

overhead of finding scattered concerns in different process models.

• Aspect orientation can support agile business process development by

supporting an incremental development of business processes, i.e., the

ability to add or change aspects some time after the development of the

main process.

The details about the results can be found in [1].
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4.2 Analyzing Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

In this section, we summarize the artifacts and results from [7], which makes

a formal definition and semantics for executable aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models. It also supports the analysis of these models by defining a new

algorithm to weave the pieces of these models together at design time. The

artifacts which were developed in that paper are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: The list of artifacts from [7]
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AO-Petri nets �
Static Weaving ALG �
AO-Petri nets Editor �[7]

Static Weaver �

We summarize the definitions here, which are based on the definitions of

Workflow nets. The details can be found in [7].

Definition P/T-nets [81; 82]: A Place/Transition net (P/T-net) is a tuple N =
(PN ,T N ,FN),1 where:

• PN is a finite set of places;

• T N is a finite set of transitions, such that (PN ∩T N = /0); and

• FN ⊆ (PN ×T N)∪ (T N ×PN) is a set of directed arcs, called the flow

relation.

A place is represented by a circle, and a transition is represented by a

rectangle. A flow is represented by a directed arrow connecting a place to a

transition, or vice versa. The preset of an element x ∈ PN ∪T N in the net N
is defined as

N•x = {∀y ∈ (PN ∪T N)|(y,x) ∈ FN}. The postset of an element

x∈ PN∪T N in the net N is defined as x
N•= {∀y∈ (PN∪T N)|(x,y)∈ FN}. P, T

and F represent the universe of all places, transitions and flows, respectively.

The state of a system is determined by a distribution of tokens in the places

of the net. The distribution of tokens in the places of a net is called the marking

1The superscript N for a set specifies the net that contains the elements of the set.
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of the net. The transitions of the net can change the markings of the net. A

transition is enabled iff there is at least one token in every input place. The

result of executing a transition is a new marking, where a token is removed

from every input place of the transition, and a token is added to every output

place of the transition. The initial state of the system is defined by an initial

marking. A marking is called reachable iff there exists a sequence of enabled

transitions whose firing leads from the initial marking to that marking. The

sequence of all executed transition from a marking to another is called the

firing sequence.

A net is weakly connected, or simply connected, iff for every two nodes in

the net there are a number of flows and nodes that connect one of the nodes

to the other. The net is strongly connected iff for every two nodes in the net,

there are a number of flows and nodes that connect each of them to the other.

A marked net is bounded iff the set of reachable markings is finite. It is safe
iff, for any reachable marking, the number of tokens in every place is less than

or equal to one. A transition in the net is called dead iff there is no reachable

markings such that the transition would be enabled. The net is called live iff

for every reachable marking M′ and every transition t, there is another marking

M′′ which is reachable from M′ which enables t.

Definition Workflow nets [81; 82]: Let N = (PN ,T N ,FN) be a P/T-net and t̄
an element not in PN ∪T N . N is a workflow net (WF-net) iff : PN contains an

input place i such that
N•i = /0; PN contains an output place o such that o

N• = /0;

N̄ = (PN ,T N ∪{t̄},FN ∪{(o, t̄),(t̄, i)} is strongly connected.

A workflow net is sound iff the following four properties hold. i) Safeness:

the net with the initial given marking is safe; ii) Proper completion: for any

marking that is reachable from the initial marking and has a token in the output

place, there is no other token in other places; iii) Option to complete: for any

marking that is reachable from the initial marking, there is a reachable marking

that has a token in the output place (I call this marking the end marking); and

iv) Absence of dead tasks: the net contains no dead transitions.

Definition Core net: A core net is a workflow net that encapsulates the core

functionality of a business process. The set of all core nets is denoted by C.

Every task in a core net is called a join point.

Definition Advice: An advice W = (PW ,TW ∪P({tW
proceed}),FW ), is a work-

flow net that encapsulates a cross-cutting functionality, where:

• W /∈ C. The advice net is not a part of core nets, and
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• tW
proceed is a special task in the advice net which is a place holder for a

join point in a core net. P denotes the power set, so an advice can have

zero or one place holder.

An advice W has zero or one tW
proceed place holders. An advice with one place

holder is called an around advice. The set of all around advices is denoted by

A •
�

. An advice with no place holders is called a free advice. The set of all free

advices is denoted by A ◦
�

. The set of all advices is denoted by A=A •
�
∪A ◦

�
,

where A •
�
∩A ◦

�
= /0.

Definition Pointcut: A pointcut is a function that relates a join point to a set

of advice. There are three sort of pointcuts: before, after and around, denoted

by P◦�, P�◦ and P •
�

, respectively. The set of all pointcuts is denoted by P =

P◦�∪P�◦ ∪P •
�

.

• A before pointcut is a function P◦� : T → 2
A◦

� .

• An after pointcut is a function P�◦ : T → 2
A◦

� .

• An around pointcut is a function P •
�

: T → 2
A•

� .

This means that a before and an after pointcut can relate a set of free advices

to a join point, and an around pointcut can relate a set of around advices to a

join point. It is also possible that a pointcut relates an empty set of advices to

a join point. The join points that are related to at least one advice are called

advised join points.

Definition Aspect Oriented nets: An Aspect Oriented net (AO-net) is a tuple

AO = (C,A,P), where: C ∈ C is a core net.

Definition AO-net Soundness: An AO-net AO = (C,A,P) is sound iff W =
staticWeaving(AO) is sound. Algorithm 1 defines staticWeaving 1.

This algorithm gets an AO-net and converts it to a Workflow net, so the

nets can be analyzed by the techniques available for Workflow nets. It weaves

each related advice to an advised join point in the core net. To discover the

advised join points, the algorithm investigates whether every task in the core

net is an advised join point. If a task t is an advised join point, the algorithm

should weave i) a “before advice” before the task; ii) an “around advice” before

and after the task, and iii) an “after advice” after the task. Therefore, it adds

1This is a refined version of the static weaving algorithm in [7].
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for weaving an AO-net

1 Algorithm staticWeaving(AO = (C = (TC,PC,FC),A,P))
2 W ←C;

3 foreach task t in TW do
4 if P •

�
(t) �= {} then

5 TW ← TW ∪{tW
t.split}∪{tW

t. join};
6 else
7 if P◦�(t) �= {} then
8 TW ← TW ∪{tW

t.split};
9 if P�◦(t) �= {} then

10 TW ← TW ∪{tW
t. join};

11 foreach Advice A′ in P◦�(t) do
12 W ← addAdvice(W,A′, tW

t.split , t);
13 foreach Advice A′ in P�◦(t) do
14 W ← addAdvice(W,A′, t, tW

t. join);

15 foreach Advice A′ in P •
�
(t) do

16 W ← addAdvice(W,A′, tW
t.split , t

W
t. join);

17 foreach Place p in
A•tA

proceed do
18 FW ← FW ∪{(p, t)}/{(p, tA

proceed)};
19 foreach Place p in tA

proceed
A• do

20 FW ← FW ∪{(t, p)}/{(tA
proceed , p)};

21 TW ← TW/tA
proceed ;

22 return W;

23 Function addAdvice(W ∈ C,B ∈A, initiator ∈ TW , terminator ∈ TW)

1 A← B;

2 TW ← TW ∪T A;

3 PW ← PW ∪PA;

4 FW ← FW ∪FA∪{(initiator, iA)}∪{(oA, terminator)};
5 return W ;

a helper split and joins tasks for weaving advice. Thereafter, it weaves before,

after and around advices to the net. To weave an around advice, the algorithm

should also replace the proceed to the advised join point. Finally, the algorithm

returns the woven net. The function addAdvice relates an advice to an advised

join point, which is used in weaving before, after and around advices.

These definitions were used as a blueprint to implement a tool that supports

the definition of aspect-oriented business process models. They are also used to
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implement the static weaver to merge these models into traditional workflow

nets. The tools were used to evaluate the approach through an example in

which the tools enable the analysis of aspect-oriented business process models,

and it also enables finding design problems in such models. The details can be

found in [7].

4.3 Enacting Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

The results from enacting aspect-oriented business process models are ex-

plained in the following subsections about monitoring and running. In the

monitoring section, we explain the results that show how different perspec-

tives of business process models can be monitored at runtime. In the running

section, we explain how the aspect-oriented business process models can be

implemented, configured, run and adjusted at runtime.

4.3.1 Monitoring

In this section, we summarize the artifacts and results of [2]. The artifacts

which were developed are listed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: The list of artifacts in [2]

Research Questions

Imperative Declarative Hybrid
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MP-BPM �
MonitoringALG �
RuleEditor �[2]

Monitoring Service �

We defined the observable points when running business process instances

by investigating the case and workitem lifecycles in Workflow management

Reference Model [52] (see Figure 2.4 & 2.5). As a result, we defined the

relation between the level, states and perspectives in business process models,

which is something that can enable us to define monitoring rules. Figure 4.1

shows a summary of these points.

As can be seen from this figure, there are different points in an instance

of a business process at which we can monitor the instance from a different

perspective. To support the definition of monitoring rules and mechanisms, we
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Status Control-flow Task Resource
Case Monitoring Lifecycle Case level Workitem level
Created + + (r) - - -
Suspended + + - - -
Failed + + - - -
Completed + + (w) - - -
Workitem Monitoring Lifecycle
Enabled + + - + -
Created + + + (r) + -
offered to a single resource + + + + +
offered to multiple resources + + + + +
allocated to a single resource + + + + +
Started + + + + +
Suspended + + + + +
Failed + + + + +
Completed + + + (w) + +

Perspectives
Data

Figure 4.1: The relation between level, states and perspectives

formalized the definition of a general business process model and monitoring

mechanism in [2].

These definitions were used as a blueprint to implement a toolset to sup-

port the definition and monitoring of business process instances. The toolset

includes a rule editor to support defining the rules. It also has a service in

YAWL that supports monitoring of the process instances in YAWL. Figure 4.2

shows a screen shot of the rule editor.

Lastly, we investigated the validity and relevancy of the artifacts through

a banking case study. The case study showed that different perspectives of a

business process instance can be monitored at runtime based on this approach.

Details about the results can be found in [2].

Figure 4.2: The implemented Rule Editor supporting definition of monitoring

rules
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4.3.2 Running

In this section, we summarize the artifacts and results of [9]. The artifacts

which were developed in that paper are listed in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: The list of artifacts in [9]

Research Questions

Imperative Declarative Hybrid
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AO-BPM �
Dynamic Weaving �
AO-YAWL Editor �[9]

Aspect Service �

To define the formal operational semantics of aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models at runtime, we formalized a general definition for aspect-oriented

business process models independent of any specific notation.

In this section, we summarize the results of [9], that makes the formal

definitions and defines the formal operational semantics for executable aspect-

oriented business process models. It clarifies how the implementation, config-

uration, run and adjustment of these models can be performed using a business

process management system.

The details of the syntax of a general aspect-oriented business process

model can be found in [9]. Here, we give an overview of the solution, which

can be found in more detail in [9].

In order to describe the operational semantics of our weaver, Fig. 4.3 de-

picts an abstract example for a process model (p1) with three advices. This

process has three tasks (A, B and C), where task B is related to three advices

(a1, a2 and a3). a1 is an around advice, a2 is an after advice, and a3 is a before

advice.

The weaver should enforce the correct execution order of the tasks. In this

example, task A should be followed by a set of tasks in related advices, which

should be executed before the advised join point. This set includes all tasks

in advices which are positioned before the PROCEED placeholder, viz., tasks D
and G. The PROCEED holds the place of task B in this example, so this task

should be executed next. The tasks in the advice which are positioned after

the PROCEED placeholders, E and F should follow task B. Finally, task C in

the main process should be executed. Using regular expressions, this can be

written as A(D||G)B(E||F)C.
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B

D PROCEED E

PROCEED F

G PROCEED

A C

2 3
41

p1

a1

a2

a3

Figure 4.3: Dynamic weaving of aspects

The weaving process contains two activities, called join point selection and

advice injection. The first activity selects advised join points by evaluating all

join points. The second activity imposes advice in appropriate places regarding

the advised join point, i.e., before, after or around it. In this example, all tasks

shall be evaluated in the join point selection. The result of the evaluation is

task B, which has three advices.

To define a general operational semantics for these models, we developed

a model using Colored Petri nets. The model contains four main phases, using

which an executable aspect-oriented business process model can be enacted,

viz., Launching, Pausing, Resuming and Finalizing (see Figure 4.4).

1 Launching: the weaver launches and enforces the enactment of all

valid advices before the enactment of their associated advised join point.

Core

Core

Finalizing

Finalizing

Resuming

Resuming

Pausing

Pausing

Launching

Launching

ICore COREMSG

AdvisedJP
In ITEMIDxDATA

AspectInfo
In

CASEIDxITEMIDxEXLETxDATA

completedAdvice
In CASExDATA

Proceed
In CASEIDxITEMIDxDATAIn

InIn

In

Launching

Resuming

Core

Pausing

Finalizing

Figure 4.4: Figure weaveAspect
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Each valid advice is determined by the weaver through join point selec-

tion.

2 Pausing: the weaver pauses the enactment of an advice when reach-

ing the PROCEED placeholder. It also enables the enactment of the corre-

sponding advised join point when all PROCEED placeholders are reached.

3 Resuming: the weaver enforces the enactment of the rest of advices

after enacting the advised join point. It also pauses the enactment of the

rest of the main process.

4 Finalizing: the weaver enables the enactment of the rest of the main

process when all advices are completed.

During all these steps, the data is also synchronized between the main process

and its advices. These steps require a complex interaction between the weaver

and the enactment engine. An overview of the interaction points between the

weaver and the enactment engine can be found in [9].

This model can be used as a blueprint for implementing services in Busi-

ness Process Management Systems to support the implementation, configura-

tion, running and adjustment of aspect-oriented business process models. To

show the implementability of such service, we used this model to implement

a service in YAWL. In addition, we developed a designer that supports the

definition of these models in YAWL. A discussion of the architecture and im-

plementation can be found in [9].

The developed artifacts were used in a case study including three processes

in which we measured how our approach supports reducing the complexity of

the models. The result confirms the better re-usability, maintainability, docu-

mentation, handling process variations, and decreased complexity when em-

ploying aspect-oriented business process management.

We calculated the complexity of our AS-IS and To-BE process models us-

ing the NOA, NOAJS and CFC metrics. Figure 4.5 shows the result of measur-

ing the complexity for the AS-IS and TO-BE processes in our case study. For
AS-IS processes, it shows the complexity of the processes Change Asset Deal

(CAD), Deal For Speculation (DFS) and Issue LC (LC). The overall complexity

of the Deal processes is shown by Deals, and the complexity of all processes is

shown by All. For TO-BE processes, it shows the complexity of the Deal core

process (Deal-core*) and the Issue LC core process (LC-core*). The com-

plexity of the Deal process considering all related advice is shown by Deals*.
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The complexity of the Issue LC process considering all related advice is shown

by LC*, and the complexity of all processes with all advice is shown by All*.

In general, it can be said that the complexity is reduced considerably for the

deal processes and all processes. The overall size of the set of models is de-

creased since the repetitive parts in both processes are modeled once. However,

the complexity is not reduced much for the LC process: it even increases if we

compare LC with LC* using the NOA and NOAJS metrics. The reason is that

this process is only related to one simple concern with only two tasks, and the

process itself is not complex. It should be noted that the process models in the

case study are fairly small, so the expected effect of applying aspect-oriented

modularization to larger process models will be even more significant.

NOA: Number Of Activities NOAJS: Number Of Activities, Joins and Splits CFC: Control-Flow Complexity
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Figure 4.5: Measuring the complexity of AS-IS and TO-BE processes

We also compared our approach to previous ones in terms of supporting

different aspects of business process management. We considered four dimen-

sions for the comparison of the different approaches, namely Crosscutting,

Quantification, Advice Relations and Phases Support.
The Crosscutting dimension aims at investigating whether an approach

solves the cross-cutting problem, so it investigates whether the proposed tech-

nique solves the scattering and tangling problems.

The Quantification dimension aims at investigating whether an approach

supports quantification. For supporting quantification, having a Tool Support is

a must. Moreover, the quantification can be based on the different perspectives

involved in defining a business process model. We consider Control-flow, Task,

Data and Resource perspective since they are the minimal perspectives in-

volved in defining a business process model. In addition, quantification can be

based on combinations of these perspectives. Finally, it is important that quan-

tifying the conditions does not impose a specific dominant dimension [83].

This means that, for example, a user should be able to define a condition based

on a resource perspective without being forced to map it to other perspectives.

Such a condition can be expressed as “If a junior dealer performs an activity,

do ...”. If a user has to define it for each task, then the quantification itself

imposes a scattering of the definitions of the conditions.

The Advice Relations dimension aims at investigating how well supported
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by this approach is the definition of the different relations between the advices

and the main process models. Advices can be defined Before, After or Around
an advised join point. Moreover, advice can be defined for an advised join

point in parallel to each other. It is possible for advice to be related to an-

other advice, i.e., Nested. For example, a security concern itself might need

an archive concern to be considered. Finally, advices can have different prece-

dences when defined for an advised join point. For example, a security concern

might have higher priority of being applied than an archiving concern.

The Phases Support dimension aims at investigating whether an approach

supports the separation of cross-cutting concerns in the different phases of the

BPM life-cycle. This approach can support the separation of cross-cutting

concerns at design time if there is a Designer (tool) which enables design-

ing models according to the approach. The models can be woven at design

time (Static Weaving), or they can be woven at runtime (Dynamic Weaving).

Business process models can be descriptive, normative or executable [24]. De-

scriptive models specify what is happening in a business process. Normative

models only specify what should happen in a business process. Executable

models are those who has a proper execution semantics, so a Business Process

Management System can enact them. Static weaving can be performed for all

types of models, but the result of static weaving for executable models is the

only one that can be enacted. However, weaving models at runtime means that

the models can be enacted. Thus, we considered another measure called En-
actment to see whether the approach supports the enactment of woven models.

The Phases Support dimension is not only limited to design and enactment.

Indeed, it should be investigated whether the approach supports adjustment as

well. Three adjustments can be considered when running an aspect-oriented

business process model: Backward, Forward, and Backward–Forward Adjust-

ments [4]. Backward Adjustment requires adjusting the running cases and

running advices. Forward Adjustment requires adjusting the advices for new

cases. Backward–Forward Adjustment requires adjusting new advices for the

running cases. We did not consider the Joinpoint Model (i.e., Signature Expo-

sure in [4]) as an another dimension since all the approaches in the AO-BPM

area are based on the control-flow perspective.

The aspect-oriented approaches that support modelling control-flow, task,

data and resource perspectives are evaluated based on the defined criteria.

These approaches include those proposed by Wang et al. [45], Shankardass [46],

Charfi et al. [22] (AO4BPMN 1.0), Cappelli et al. [44], Jabeen et al. [47], Jalali

et al. [1] (AOBPMN), Patiniotakis et al. [49], Witteborg et al. [48] and the ap-

proach proposed in [9].

Fig. 4.6 shows the result of the evaluation, where the columns of each row

represent the different features of an aspect-oriented business process model-
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Figure 4.6: Features supported by different approaches
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ing approach. The “+” sign in a cell indicates that the approach supports the

specific feature directly, and “!” indicates it is supported indirectly.

As can be seen from the figure, our approach solves the scattering and

tangling problems. For Quantification criteria, it provides a tool to support

quantifications based on the control-flow, task and data perspectives. It also

supports quantifications based on the combination of these perspectives. How-

ever, it does not currently support quantification over the resource perspective.

For Advice Relations criteria, it also considers the control-flow as a dominant

dimension when defining pointcuts. Our approach supports the definition of

advice before, around, and after an advised join point. It also supports the

definition of parallel advice for an advised join point. However, it does not

support nested or precedence requirements. For Phases Support criteria, our

approach supports the design of aspect-oriented business process models using

an editor. It supports the enactment of these models through dynamic weaving.

In addition, it supports forward and forward–backward adjustments. Details

about the results can be found in [9].

4.4 Assessing Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

In this section, we summarize the artifact and results of [4]. The artifact which

was developed in that paper is specified in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: The list of artifacts in [4]
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[4] Assessment Framework �

To support the assessment of the aspect-oriented business process manage-

ment approaches, we compiled the requirements from the existing literature.

These requirements are categorized into two sets: basic requirements and mea-

surement requirements.

Basic requirements define an including and excluding criteria based on

which we can recognize whether an approach can support aspect-oriented busi-

ness process management. The criteria are composed of three requirements,

viz., if the approach supports i) the definition of control-flow, data and resource

perspective; ii) addressing the scattering problem, and iii) addressing the tan-

gling problem.
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Jabeen et al.

Patiniotakis et al.

Cappelli et al. (AO BPMN)

Jalali et al.

Figure 4.7: EvaluationResult

Measurement requirements define the criteria based on which we can mea-

sure the level of support offered by an aspect-oriented business process man-

agement approach. These requirements can help to assess the maturity of

an aspect-oriented business process modeling approach, and they are defined

based on three issues: i) the strength of the join point selection, ii) the strength

of the advice injection and iii) the available support for different phases in

the BPM lifecycle. The join point section depends on two sub-issues: Signa-
ture Exposure and Rule Composition. The advice injection depends on two

sub-issues: Pointcut Definitions and Transformation Patterns. Therefore, we

categorized these requirements into five dimensions: Signature Exposure, Rule

Composition, Advice Relations, Transformation Patterns and Phases Support.

These requirements for each dimension are also defined in more detail

in [4]. Each dimension was then measured based on a weighted average of

its requirements, and the result was mapped to the scale between 0 and 4. The

result is then illustrated in a pentagon that enables the comparison of the re-

sults.

The evaluation framework was then used to evaluate different aspect-oriented

business process management approach. The result can be seen in Figure 4.7.

The details about the evaluated approach and discussions can be found [4].

4.5 Supporting Agile Business Process Development

In this section, we summarize the artifact and results of [6]. The artifact which

was developed in that paper is specified in Table 4.6.

In [6], we defined how aspect oriented business process management can

support agile business process development. That paper extends previous work [80],

which elaborated on the agile business process development lifecycle by ex-

tending the knowledge transformation perspective along the lines suggested

by Nonaka [84]. We realized that having a tool that supports enacting business
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Table 4.6: The list of artifacts in [6]
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[6] Agile Guideline �

processes is a requirement for supporting agile business process development.

Up to that point, we only have supported the enactment of imperative aspect-

oriented business process models, so evaluating the support for agile aspect-

oriented business process development was limited to imperative models. We

defined a template for assessing tools that support agile business process devel-

opment. We demonstrated the use of this tool on two different approaches. The

approach that is relevant to this thesis is the assessment of how aspect-oriented

business process management can support agile business process development.

Figure 4.8 shows a summary of this assessment.

As can be seen from this figure, Aspect Oriented Business Process Man-

agement partially supports creating the first version of a system in the shortest

possible time. This feature is supported due to the separation of some concerns

that can be added later. However, the main skeleton cannot be developed in an

agile way, so this feature is partially supported. This approach supports full

separation of the data and resource perspectives, since they are supported by

YAWL notation.

It partially supports what and how concerns. The what concern can be

supported by the definition of aspects, which can be related to different goals.

It should be mentioned that the notion of underspecification used in aspect-

oriented business process modeling partially support this aspect since they can

be reconfigured later. The how aspect is supported due to the definition of

pointcuts. The change in pointcuts that can be made at runtime enables the

re-configuration of how different aspects should be considered while enacting

a business process.

The in what order aspect cannot be supported, since the orders of overall

activities are defined in the main process, and the order of aspects can only be

defined through pointcuts. Thus, the changes in the order of the main activities

still require changes in the process models. The imperative aspect-oriented

business process development only supports the definition of the obligatory

cross-cutting concerns, so it does not support the Changing Modality features,

which is something that requires the definition of optional and prohibited con-
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Figure 4.8: Assessment of the support for agile business process development

by Aspect Service [9]
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straints.

This approach completely supports the separation of other concerns, e.g.,

security. Actually, this is the main goal of this modeling technique. Currently,

this approach is not very suitable for non-technical people due to knowledge

required for its configuration and enactment. It also completely supports the

definition of executable models. Details about the results can be found in [6].

4.6 Declarative Aspect-Oriented Business Process Mod-

els

In this section, we summarize the artifact and results of [5]. The artifact which

was developed in that paper is specified in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: The list of artifacts in [5]
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[5] Declarative AO-BPM �

In [5], we defined an approach which specifies how aspect-oriented busi-

ness process modeling can be supported through declarative business process

modeling to enable supporting flexibility in managing business processes. Like

other aspect-oriented approaches, this one also includes two mechanisms for

both the join point selection and advice injection.

To select a join point, we need to track changes in the state space of a pro-

cess. Thus, we need to control the movement between states in the system in a

way to produce an information history, capture the results of the execution of

the tasks, notify people about available tasks, etc. The movement is controlled

based on three possible paths: obligatory, optional, and prohibited. To inject

advice, the system should be able to alter the potential paths based on the eval-

uation of the pointcut rules. Thus, we need to define a lifecycle for tasks in

such a flexible environment.

Fig. 4.9 shows the states of the action lifecycle and their relations to the

system state. An action can be selected, which is shown by the Selected

state in the action lifecycle. Selecting an action does not change the state of

the system visible to other actions. The results achieved by the selected action

are preserved in a temporary, or intermediate state of the system. As soon as

the temporal state of the system is changed by the action, the selected action is
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considered to be in the In Progress state in the action lifecycle. The selected

action can be canceled or committed, which is shown using the Canceled and

Committed states in the action lifecycle. The cancellation of an action brings

the state of the system to its original state, viz., S in the figure. However, the

commitment of an action moves the state of the system forward, viz., S’ in the

figure. Furthermore, selecting an action already in progress can be considered

as the cancellation of the previous in progress action and selecting it again as

a new action. This lifecycle enables the system’s moving between states based

on the commitment and or cancellation of different actions.

Selected

In Progress

CommitedCanceled

s s'

Intermediate 
state

Sy
st

em
 S

ta
te

s
Ac

tio
n 

Li
fe

cy
cl

e

The relation between system state and action lifecycle state

Action transition

cancel
Progress

Commit

Commit

Action lifecycle transition

Figure 4.9: Action Lifecycle

Selecting actions is governed by rules that allow or prohibit the movement

to the state aimed at by the action. We developed a set of declarative rules that

support the definition of pointcuts in these systems, which are categorized into

Relation and Negation constraints. Relation constraints restrict the ordering of

actions by imposing some restrictions on a trace of states. Negation constraints

specify negative relations between actions, so they are appropriate to define the

prohibited paths in the state space.

Fig. 4.10 shows the relation constraints. A short description of each con-

straint is specified below.

1. Responded existence. The system can commit the join point if and only

if action A has occurred before it, i.e., action A is defined as mandatory

in the path that goes through the state to be committed. If neither is

true, the system should (a) insert rules that make A mandatory after the

commitment and commit, or (b) prevent commitment of the join point
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JP A
if the pointcut rule is met then
A should be occur ether before or 
after the join point completion

1. responded 
existence

Graphical 
representationMeaningConstraint

if the pointcut rule is met then 
eventually A occurs after the 
completion of the join point

2. response

if the pointcut rule is met then 
eventually A occurs after the 
completion of the join point 
without other occurrences of the 
join point in between

3. alternate 
response

if the pointcut rule is met then 
then A occurs in the next
position after completion of the 
join point

4. chain 
response

if the pointcut rule is met then 
A occurs before completion of the 
join point

5. precedence

if the pointcut rule is met then 
A occurs before completion of the 
join point without other 
occurrences of the join point in 
between

6. alternate 
precedence

if the pointcut rule is met then 
A occurs in the next position 
before the completion of the join 
point

7. chain 
precedence

JP A

JP A

JP A

A JP

A JP

A JP

Figure 4.10: Relation Constraints
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to enforce action A to happened before the commitment, or (c) prevent

commitment and require changes in the intermediate (temporary) state

that would make A mandatory or allow insertion of the rules that makes

A mandatory.

2. Response restriction. The system can commit the join point if and only

if action A has occurred before it, or action A is defined as mandatory in

the path that goes through the state to be committed. If none of the con-

ditions are true, the system should (a) insert rules that make A mandatory

after the commitment and commit, or (b) prevent commitment of the join

point to enforce action A to happen before the commitment, or (c) pre-

vent commitment and require changes in the intermediate (temporary)

state that would make A mandatory or allow insertion of the rules that

makes A mandatory.

3. Alternate response restriction. The system should follow the response

restriction scenario, except it should also ensure having a prohibition of

the same action as the join point’s action until action A happens. In case

such a prohibition does not exist, the system should add it or not commit

the transaction until such a prohibition becomes natural or can be added.

4. Chain response restriction. The system should follow the response re-

striction scenario, except it should also ensure having a prohibition of

any action until action A happens. In case such a prohibition does not

exist, the system should add it or not commit the transaction until such

a prohibition becomes natural or can be added.

5. Precedence restriction. The system can allow the commitment of the

join point if and only if action A has occurred before it. Otherwise,

the system should prevent the commitment of the join point to enforce

action A to happen before the commitment.

6. Alternate precedence restriction. The system should follow the prece-

dence restriction scenario, except it should also check whether the same

action as the join point’s action has already happened after action A. In

the latter case, the system should cancel the join point’s action.

7. Chain precedence restriction. The system can allow the commitment

of the join point if and only if action A has occurred exactly before it.

Otherwise, the system should prevent commitment of the join point to

enforce action A to happen exactly before the commitment.

Fig. 4.11 shows the negation constraints. A short description of each con-

straint is specified below.
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if the pointcut rule is met then the 
join point and A cannot occur
together

1. not co-
existence

if the pointcut rule is met then A 
cannot eventually occur
after completion of the join point

2. not 
succession

if the pointcut rule is met then 
A cannot occur in the next
position after the completion of 
the join point

3. not chain 
succession

JP A

JP A

JP A

Graphical 
representationMeaningConstraint

Figure 4.11: Relation Constraints

1. Non-coexistence constraint. The system should check whether action A

has been executed before or not. In case the action has been executed be-

fore, the system should cancel the action. Otherwise, the system should

check whether a prohibition rule for action A will be in place after com-

mitment. If yes, the action can be committed. Otherwise, the system

should add such a prohibition, or, if this is not possible, require changes

in the intermediate (temporary) state that would make A prohibited or

allow the insertion of a rule that makes A prohibited.

2. Non-succession constraint. The system should check whether a prohi-

bition rule for action A will be in place after commitment. If yes, the

action can be committed. Otherwise, the system should add such a pro-

hibition, or, if this is not possible, require changes in the intermediate

(temporary) state that would make A prohibited or allow insertion of a

rule that makes A prohibited.

3. Non chain-succession constraint. The system should check whether a

prohibition rule for the immediate execution of action A will be in place

after commitment. If yes, the action can be committed. Otherwise, the

system should add such a prohibition, or, if this is not possible, require

changes in the intermediate (temporary) state that would make immedi-

ate execution of action A prohibited or allows the insertion of a rule that

makes the immediate execution of action A prohibited.

The feasibility of this approach was demonstrated through a possible future

development in the iPB tool. The details can be found in [5].
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4.7 Hybrid Aspect-Oriented Business Process Models

In this section, we summarize the artifact and results of [8]. The artifact which

was developed in that paper is specified in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: The list of artifacts in [8]
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[8] Hybrid AO-BPM �

In [8], we proposed an approach to design aspect-oriented business process

models using hybrid business process modeling to provide both support and

flexibility in managing business processes. Previous work could not support

the definition of cross-cutting concerns which need to be enacted in parallel

with other parts of the process. Neither could they support the definition of

optional cross-cutting concerns.

Therefore, we defined a new modeling language to fulfill this gap. In our

approach, the main and cross-cutting concerns are specified using imperative

models, and the pointcuts are specified using declarative models. Thus, the

approach is hybrid.

In this approach, we defined two placeholders known as initiator and ter-

minator, labelled “I” and “T” in Figure 4.12. There is also another placeholder

for the advice, which is labelled “A” in the figure. The mandatory concerns

are defined using solid lines; optional ones are defined using dashed lines. We

extended the definition of pointcuts to the following:

• support the definition of an initiator and a terminator. An initiator–

terminator pair allows us to define the interval within which the advice

can or must be executed. The initiator can refer to the start of a process

instance or an instance of any task in the main process. The terminator

can refer to the end of a process instance or an instance of any task in

the main process;

• support the definition of both optional and mandatory advice.

An instance of the initiator can be followed by a terminator with or without

other occurrences of the initiator in between. Thus, we can define the advice to

be executed either i) for every occurrence of the initiator until the occurrence of
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I A T

I A T

I A T

I A T

Mandatory Constraints Optional Constraints

Conditional 
response

Conditional 
alternate response

Figure 4.12: Proposed approach for definition of pointcuts

the terminator, or ii) for the first occurrence of the initiator until the occurrence

of the terminator. The first option is called an alternate response scenario and

the second one a response scenario.

Considering that advice can be defined as optional or mandatory, pointcuts

can be defined through four declarative rules, called i) the mandatory condi-

tional response (mcr); ii) the mandatory conditional alternate response (mcar);

iii) the optional conditional response (ocr); and iv) the optional conditional

alternate response (ocar). The graphical representations of these rules are il-

lustrated in Figure 4.12.

We demonstrated the use of this technique on a simplified business process

from the education domain. The result shows that our approach can deal with

the definition of i) cross-cutting concerns that can be defined in parallel with

(a part of) a process model; and ii) both mandatory and optional cross-cutting

concerns. The details can be found in [8].

4.8 Discovering Aspect-Oriented Business Process Mod-

els

In this section, we summarize the artifact and results of [3]. The artifact which

was developed in that paper is specified in Table 4.9.

Table 4.9: The list of artifacts in [3]
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[3] Mining Method �

In [3], we proposed a method to discover process models from event logs.

The method includes four steps: i) cross-cutting concerns discovery, ii) elim-

ination of cross-cutting concerns, iii) business process discovery, and iv) re-
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lation discovery (see Figure 4.13). This method can be followed manually

or automatically. Its automation requires the development of algorithms and

tools, so we present the method of that paper manually.

1

2

3

4

cross-cutting 
concerns 
discovery

cross-cutting 
concerns 

elimination

 business
 process

discovery

 relation
discovery

Figure 4.13: Aspect Mining Approach for BPM

This method was applied to a log file resulting from enacting aspect-oriented

business process models based on a banking case study. Details about the re-

sults can be found in [3].
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5. Conclusion and Future work

5.1 Conclusion

This thesis has investigated how aspect orientation can be supported in busi-

ness process management using information technology. It has mainly focused

on how this support can be given based on imperative business process models.

It has also investigated how the level of support can be extended using declar-
ative and hybrid models. It also defined how these models can be discovered

from event logs. The thesis has used the framework of design science, and the

result has been presented as a set of artifacts and their demonstrations fulfill-

ing different aspects of supporting aspect orientation in the Business Process

Management (BPM) area.

The support of imperative aspect-oriented business process models has

been defined based on different aspects, including how these models can be

designed, be analyzed, be enacted, be monitored, be assessed, and support

agility in the BPM area.

The design of an aspect-oriented business process model was investigated

by developing artifacts in the forms of constructs and instantiations that sup-

port modeling aspect-oriented business processes. To define the elements of a

descriptive or normative aspect-oriented business process modeling approach,

a construct in the form of formalizing the syntax of a language using BPMN is

developed that defines all the elements required to design such a model. The

construct was evaluated through a case study. In addition, to define the ele-

ments of an executable aspect-oriented business process modeling approach,

a construct in the form of formalizing the syntax of a Petri net was devel-

oped, which defines all elements required to design an executable version of

such model. This construct enables the interpretation of these models by in-

formation systems. An aspect-oriented Petri net designer was developed as an

instantiation to prove the applicability of this artifact, which was used subse-

quently to give an example for the purpose of analysis. Furthermore, a general

and language-independent formal definition of the syntax of such a process

model was defined to facilitate the definition of an executable model based

on which an Aspect-Oriented Business Process Management Systems could

be built. This artifact was used to develop an editor that supports designing
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aspect-oriented business process models in YAWL, which was used in a bank-

ing case study to design process models.

The analysis of an aspect-oriented business process model was carried out

by developing artifacts in the forms of a method and an instantiation. The

method was developed in the form of an algorithm for aspect-oriented busi-

ness process models in the notation of Petri nets. The algorithm was imple-

mented as an artifact that merges all fragmentations of the process models

and results in a traditional process model. Therefore, the traditional analy-

sis techniques could be applied. The result was demonstrated through a case

that showed how problems like deadlock can be discovered through analyzing

these models. These artifacts define the executable aspect-oriented business

process modeling, and define a static weaving algorithm. The result enables

the analysis of these models using existing analysis technique to remove design

problems from these models.

The enactment of an aspect-oriented business process model was investi-

gated by developing artifacts in the forms of a model and an instantiation. The

model was developed using Colored Petri Nets, which was used as a blueprint

to implement an instantiation in YAWL. The instantiation was used to evaluate

the approach using a case study in the banking domain. The result enabled

the formulation of aspect-oriented business process models. This shows how

aspect-oriented business process management can support people in dealing

with the complexity of process models.

The monitoring of an aspect-oriented business process model was inves-

tigated by developing artifacts in the forms of a construct, a method and in-

stantiations. The basic elements were formalized as a construct that defines a

general process model. The construct was used in the definition of a method

in the form of an algorithm that specifies how business processes can be mon-

itored by considering different perspectives involved in defining them. An in-

stantiation of the algorithm was developed in YAWL, and was used to evaluate

the approach through a case study. The result enabled the definition of bet-

ter pointcuts to encapsulate cross-cutting concerns in business processes. The

findings show that it improves the reusability and facilitates the maintenance

of such systems.

The assessment of approaches that support aspect-oriented business pro-

cess management were investigated by developing an artifact in the form of

a method. That method investigates different aspects that an aspect-oriented

business process management approach can support. The result was presented

as a framework that enables comparing these approaches. The framework was

applied to existing approaches, and the results were presented. The results

show the pros and cons of existing approaches, which can be used as guidance

to select the appropriate tool.
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The discovery of aspect-oriented business process models from event logs,

called aspect mining, was investigated by developing an artifact in the form of

a method. This method defines how aspect-oriented business process models

can be discovered from event logs with the help of existing process mining

algorithms. The method was demonstrated by applying it to the event logs of a

banking process model. The result shows that these models can be mined from

event logs, which reduces the cost of discovering business processes.

Supporting agile business process development using aspect-oriented busi-

ness process development has been investigated by developing an artifact in the

form of a method. This method was defined based on a theory that describes

how business processes can be developed in an agile way. This theory was de-

veloped by refining the theory of knowledge creation. The method was applied

using the artifact that we developed for enacting aspect-oriented business pro-

cess models in YAWL. The result shows how aspect-oriented business process

management can support agile business process development.

Furthermore, it was investigated how the support for aspect-orientation can

be extended by declarative and hybrid business process models.

The support of declarative aspect-oriented business process model was in-

vestigated by developing an artifact in the form of a construct. This construct

defines elements and rules that can support declarative aspect-oriented busi-

ness process management. This construct was demonstrated based on a po-

tential application of this approach to an existing tool, called iPB. The result

shows how this modularization technique can be used to encapsulate cross-

cutting concerns in a more flexible environment.

Aspect-oriented business process management using hybrid models was

investigated by developing artifacts in the form of a construct. That artifact

was used to demonstrate how hybrid models can support the separation of

cross-cutting concerns in the BPM area. The result enabled definitions of more

constraints to encapsulate cross-cutting concerns in the BPM area, which can

result in better reusability and maintenance.

5.2 Future research

This thesis has defined different aspects of supporting aspect orientation using

information systems. The result not only provides support for aspect-oriented

business process management, but it also opens many potential ways for future

research.

These tools enable researchers to manage cross-cutting concerns in the

BPM area, so it will be interesting to perform a more empirical study on how

this approach can help organizations address different aspects.
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We defined how cross-cutting concerns can be modeled using declarative

and hybrid modeling approaches to support business processes in a more flex-

ible environment. However, the support for other phases is still open for future

investigation.

In aspect mining, we defined how aspect-oriented business process models

can be discovered from event logs. Our finding opens an area that can be

further investigated. Indeed, the development of algorithms that can support

automation of discovering such models can be considered as an interesting

future direction.
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